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INTRODUCTION
This paper presents the core hypothesis of an ongoing doctoral research project aiming to identify privacy disruptions arising from Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCIs). The outcomes of this ongoing research project can be applied in several ways. For example, future BCIs may be designed or adapted in order to support privacy; policy direction may be informed; and so on.

The privacy disruptions identified in this paper will be explored, and possibly extended, in a forthcoming experiment with four phases. In the first phase, a questionnaire will screen participants into small groups so that, in each group, a range of privacy attitudes is present. In the second phase, each group will engage in a Habermasian communicative action (Habermas 1985 cited in Finlayson 2005; Horster 1992; Klein and Huynh 2004; Thomassen 2010) in order to overtly establish a privacy norm. In the third phase, individual participants will use a BCI and will participate in an interview aiming to expose and extend the potential privacy disruptions identified here. In the fourth phase, the small groups will re-convene and, in the light of their experience with the BCI, will re-examine and perhaps amend the previously established privacy norm.

In order to confirm or refute the project’s core hypothesis, an analysis informed by Nissenbaum’s contextual framework (Nissenbaum 2004; 2009) will be conducted over the data arising from the questionnaires, the small group discussions and the individual interviews.

BRAIN-COMPUTER INTERFACES
BCIs acquire, interpret and apply neural activity so that external devices can be controlled. Devices that interpret movement, such as the Wii, are not BCIs.

Vidal’s early work (1973; 1977) stimulated interest in the field and focused on translating neural responses elicited with a stimulus. Vidal had a view to elevating “... the computer to a genuine prosthetic extension of the brain” (Vidal 1973, p 158). While this vision remains largely unfulfilled (Berger et al. 2007), there have been advances in the interim.

BCIs are rapidly approaching commercial viability (Brunner et al. 2011). Examples based on electroencephalographic (EEG) readings of human neural activity are on the market (Emotiv Systems; IntendiX) and have been applied to the control of external technologies and devices (Hochberg et al. 2006), largely with a view to supporting the autonomy of people with disabilities (Berger et al. 2007) although online gaming has been emerging as an application area (Lotte 2011).

With a view to enabling identification of potential privacy disruptions, this paper presents a typology of BCI technologies that organises the field according to the way in which neural signals are acquired and interpreted.

TYPOLOGY
The typology organises BCIs into four main types.
• **An active BCI** acquires and interprets neural activity elicited when a user voluntarily and intentionally engages in a pre-defined task (Zander et al. 2010).

• **Reactive BCIs** elicit recognition responses from users (Zander et al. 2010). For example, in Gerson et al. (2006) users familiarized with a specific image observed many images in rapid succession on a computer screen. When the familiar image was recognized, their neural activity exhibited a reliably identifiable feature called an Event-Related Potential, in this case a visually-evoked potential.

• **Passive BCIs** acquire, interpret and apply neural signals from spontaneous, non-evoked neural activity generated as the user performs a complex real-world task. Furthermore, the interpretation of neural activity correlating to higher order cognitive and affective states (eg confusion and fatigue) has been identified as a research priority (Nijholt et al. 2008).

• **Hybrid BCIs** combine a BCI with some other technology (perhaps another BCI) to improve system performance via a richer set of data (Pfurtscheller et al. 2010).

**POTENTIAL PRIVACY DISRUPTIONS**

Westin’s (1970) early theory of privacy as control over information is contrasted by Gavison’s (1980) theory of restricted access to information. In addition, economic models of personal information as private property emerged (Schwartz 2004), along with the contextual framework for information privacy analysis (Nissenbaum 2009) and the ontological theory of information privacy (Floridi 2005).

In order to identify potential privacy disruptions, each privacy theory frames a discussion of BCIs.

**Control theory**

The control theory defines privacy as the ability for an individual to control when, how and to what extent their personal information is communicated with others.

**Active** Where users are obliged to use BCI technology (for example, people with disabilities) circumstances may necessitate control of privacy. Otherwise, users are knowingly and deliberatively engaged in specific tasks designed for controlling the BCI and thus active BCIs do not appear to disrupt privacy.

**Reactive** While users are not engaged in deliberative tasks, they are knowingly engaged in using a reactive BCI. Also, the design focus on ERP signals means that other neural activity is filtered out. Therefore, there is no potential for privacy disruption.

**Passive** Users do not control the BCI and may become unaware of it. Therefore, genuine informed consent is required if privacy is not to be disrupted.

**Hybrid** Where users do not directly control a hybrid BCI, they may become unaware of it and if so, genuine informed consent is required if privacy is not to be disrupted.

**Restricted access theory**

The restricted access theory suggests that technologies make direct control over personal information increasingly difficult to achieve. Therefore, a requirement for regulatory frameworks can be identified.

If the data acquired by BCIs is protected under regulatory frameworks, privacy will not be disrupted. This applies to all four types of BCI.

Also, as the restricted access theory does not exclude the possibility of a user exerting control should the opportunity be present; where this occurs, the potential privacy disruptions identified for the control theory will be relevant.

**Data privacy as a commodity**

Theories of privacy as a commodity seek to establish markets in which personal data can be traded. Under commodification theories, if data is excluded from such markets, privacy is disrupted.

---

1 An exception exists for users coerced into using a reactive BCI (for example, when under interrogation). In such a context, the user may be at risk of generating a P300 ERP in response to a stimulus they would prefer to not have recognized.
With respect to BCIs, the ownership of the data acquired and interpreted by a BCI is a relevant and open question. Should a third party retain a copy of BCI data without having purchased it, privacy will be disrupted. This potential privacy disruption applies to all four types of BCI, including any non-BCI component of a hybrid BCI.

The contextual framework

The contextual framework supports the assessment of new technologies with respect to privacy: if an information flow disrupts the normatively established integrity of a context, privacy is likely to be disrupted.

**Active** As above, where users are obliged to use an active BCI, circumstances may necessitate control of privacy. Otherwise, users are knowingly and deliberatively engaged in specific tasks designed for controlling the BCI. As users are knowingly engaged, they are empowered to stop at any time. As this is consistent with the opt-out privacy norm, active BCIs do not appear to disrupt privacy.

**Reactive** Users are knowingly, but not deliberatively, engaged in controlling a BCI. As for active BCIs, users are knowingly engaged and empowered to opt-out. Therefore, reactive BCIs do not appear to have potential for disrupting privacy.

**Passive** Users are engaged in complex tasks that are not related to controlling a BCI; instead they are knowingly and deliberatively engaged in task completion. If the privacy norms relevant to task contexts do not persist, privacy will have been disrupted.

**Hybrid** Users may be engaged in tasks from either active, reactive or passive BCIs. Any privacy disruptions arising from either active or reactive BCIs can be mitigated by genuine fully-informed prior consent. Also, if a hybrid BCI has a passive BCI component, there is potential for the privacy disruptions noted immediately above. Furthermore, in hybrid BCIs, data from a second system component is acquired in order to robustly support interpretation. Therefore, the extent to which the second component disrupts privacy is relevant.

The ontological theory

Under the ontological theory, data is constitutive and technologies are inherently neutral, but can either increase or decrease the traction of the infosphere, which increases or decreases privacy accordingly.

As BCIs upload a new form of data to the infosphere, they decrease the traction of the infosphere and therefore they decrease privacy. Furthermore, under passive or hybrid BCIs, it may be that neural data is more highly constitutive than descriptive data, in which case disruptions to privacy will be of greater significance.
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The focus of this paper will be on the idea that what we believe or implicitly assume about the nature of abstract reality, information, and interaction is an important determining factor in the construction of an ethics of online social networking and online encounter generally. But an important factor in understanding and determining those beliefs is the set of beliefs we have about the nature of ordinary physical reality. Examining the relationship between these sets of beliefs and the effect of both on an ethics of social networking will help us to fully understand the impact that fundamental conceptions of reality may have on our actions and responsibilities online.

When we’re immersed in social interactions online, we commonly understand what we are engaged in simply as an extension of our ordinary, everyday concept of reality. But the role of such implicit beliefs about reality at play in our common experience of online social interaction presents an important and largely unexplored challenge to our conception of ordinary reality itself. In turn, that conception plays a crucial role in determining our online behaviour and consequently in informing an ethics of social networking.

We construct and conceptualise a digitised self in myriad ways, but in a sense, all of these can be understood as reinforcing the notion that streams of data fill out their own robust reality, and thus that physical and digital reality share important similarities. Self-expression and interaction with others on social media are often conceptualised in literal terms: for example, we commonly assume that our ‘Facebook self’ is simply an aspect or an alternative mode of expression of our real self. This conceptualisation already blurs our online and offline identities in a way that calls for a re-examination of our underlying assumptions about what constitutes our real self.

It could also be argued that such blurring is exacerbated and extended by a phenomenon well characterised by the Twitter slogan: “Follow your interests, Discover your world” (Twitter slogan 2013), in which online interaction is conceptually set apart from other forms of mediated interaction such as letters and phone calls. This phenomenon is the construction of an online identity with its own ‘shape’ and its own digitised world, which either essentially participates in, or (if conceptualised as separate in some way) may be conceived as equally real to our offline identity. This sort of perception, along with similar reported perception accompanying World of Warcraft- and Second Life-type immersive experiences, suggests there is evidence to be gathered of a pervasive, subtle shift in our common conceptualisation of reality in general, including our conceptualization of both our on- and off-line selves.

An important aspect of this discussion is the phenomena of data mining and its implications. The mining of digital data for individual preferences, opinions and personal characteristics opens the possibility of a future internet akin to an individual virtual reality – one designed for a largely online persona (Stray 2012, Google Project Glass 2013).
In short, in order to understand the impact of social media on society, we need to ask whether and to what extent a pervasive reconceptualisation of reality is defendable: to what extent can and should the online self be correctly understood as part of our real self, or as a real self at all? I will examine the question whether the blurring of the two realities can be explained or defended on the basis of existing philosophical work on the nature of abstract and ordinary reality.

Possible causes and motivations behind the shift also need considering here: particularly the role of interested groups (primarily software companies): e.g. we need to investigate whether there are good philosophical and ethical reasons to believe that there are important differences between the digital self and physically embodied self that may be deliberately obscured in the push to exploit interactive and immersive technology as it unfolds.

The online self and the digital world it increasingly inhabits have so far been studied primarily from technological or sociological perspectives (e.g. van Doorn, N, Wyatt, S & van Zoonen, 2008, Boyd 2007, Floridi 2010). Perceptions of presence, degrees of interaction, etc. have been researched, but it is only very recently that philosophers have begun to look at the problem of online and digital reality at all. When they have, they’ve typically approached the problem from having noted similarities between online and physical reality (Floridi 2011, Hongladarom, 2011). The resultant theories (in particular Floridi’s theory of the informational nature of reality (2008)) echo the apparent trend in our communal implicit beliefs: i.e. they often appear to entail that physical reality and digital reality are only as real as each other.

The careful examination the impact of these theories (again, both implicit and explicit) on the ethics of social networking services, as well as a comparison of this impact with the potential impact of other possible theories of on- and off-line reality, is a vitally important task, not just in the field of computer and information ethics, but in distinguishing genuine from fabricated encounter and so developing respect, trust and confidence in any interaction with another whatsoever.

**Boundaries blurred, reality reconceptualised**

Given that to varying degrees, the boundary between on- and off-line reality is blurred: in our common experience; in our common implicit beliefs and preconceptions; by companies with vested interest; and in current philosophical theorising; the remainder of this paper will sketch some ways in which we might begin to measure the impact of this blurring on our ethical conduct and values.

On one hand, we might argue such blurring has a positive impact on the grounds that it extends our perception of others as embodied genuine agents into the online realm, and so encourages the carry-over of established offline (ordinary, real world) moral norms and behaviour in our online interactions (see, for example, Stokes 2013). But this seems right just to the extent that this sort of ‘carry-over’ or extension of ‘real’ morality to online encounter is predicated on there being a difference between the two sorts of encounter in the first place. That is: if we need, in the online sphere, to remind ourselves that a genuine independent other is behind the lines of digital text, Instagram images, even Facetime conversations – we need also to remind ourselves that this may be because an online encounter is different in kind to an offline encounter. If so, an essential part of the successful extension of offline to online morality will involve understanding that difference better.
On the other hand, we might argue such blurring has a negative impact. What grounds are there to suppose this might be the case? We can begin to outline one central reason supporting the claim that the impact is negative, by appeal to the core elements of attention epistemology and the values it supports. Attention epistemology “assumes the intrinsic value of anything, everything, that is not the self” (McFague 1993, 50, italics in original text). I suggest that rather than emphasise ‘intrinsic’ here, we look carefully at the term ‘not’. A key element in valuing the other for its own sake (“in and of itself (and not “for me”))’, (McFague 1993, 50) is in acknowledging the other as not us – as essentially different, with its own point of view from which it exists, as opposed to from our point of view by which we know and understand it.

There are quite a number of complexities within the idea of not in this context, which, when we can begin to tease them out, suggest that this particular not may in many ways constitute, or at least effectively indicate, a real encounter of a real other. There are a number of ways in which we are not what (or who) we encounter, when we allow that (or when indeed it is the case that) the other has a reality independent of our own. One of these might best be captured by the notion of incomplete circumscription: the encounter between us and a wholly other cannot be circumscribed by us – any complete circumscription of such an encounter must involve both individual perspectives from their own points of view and with (all) of their own reality (again, ‘as it is in itself’); so, not here can encompass the notion: ‘not circumscribable’.

This means that any such circumscription: by our knowledge, our intellect, our comprehension in general, must always be essentially incomplete. A helpful comparison might be drawn with knowledge of mathematics: as Hartry Field puts it, mathematical objects are, in an important sense, just whatever satisfies mathematical theory. He points out that even if there is a single mind-independent mathematical universe2, “the mathematical sentences we accept so directly determine their content that they are bound to come out true so long as they are consistent” (Field 2008, 326). So, while mathematical reality is, in this sense, completely circumscribable, the reality of an independent other is not.

But there’s also an aspect of this not at play even within the knowledge we can acquire of such independent others. In an encounter with an independent reality, the positive knowledge we gain of it is always only our own. It is knowledge from our point of view. This by itself does not necessarily undermine the status of such knowledge as itself knowledge, but it does introduce an essential also not into every positive piece of knowledge, understanding, or circumscription of the other: a sort of shadow stands behind each, reminding us that even our clear claims to knowledge are limited simply because they are ours.

Iris Murdoch said: “Art and morals are ... one. Their essence is the same. The essence of both of them is love. Love is the perception of individuals ... the extremely difficult realization that something other than [i.e. not] oneself is real. Love, and so art and morals, is the discovery of reality” (quoted in McFague 1993, 50). Taking our lead from Murdoch, morality and ethical behaviour originates in the recognition of the other as other. I suggest that this recognition is only available as an import in online encounters (i.e. it can only be imported from our experiences of real encounter and projected onto online encounter, not found within online encounters themselves). That is, online interaction is (arguably) missing the not. This is where it may be essentially different from offline interaction: what we access online is fully circumscribable, much like mathematics is. What we read and view online is fully encoded and

2 I happen to think there is, even though mathematical reality is in this sense, completely circumscribable. But that’s an argument for another day.
so fully de-codable (in principle) information. It is not only accessed, but inherently accessible. By itself, it has no also and no not.

This framework gives us a way in to understanding the affects of the blurring of our conceptions of on and off-line realities, and the beginning of a means by which we can weigh the risks and advantages of theories that propound it (especially, for instance, Floridi’s informational ethics (outlined in his 2006), which treats everything there is as “informational objects” constituted by “clusters of data” (Bynum 2011). It might also serve to illuminate other philosopher’s analysis of online social networks, such as Borgmann’s differentiation between ‘indifferent’ and ‘commanding’ self-presence (corresponding to its on- and off-line expression); and his contention that it is only in offline (real-world) experience that we “[see] people in the round” (quoted in Vallor 2012).

 Degrees, manifestations and types of blurring.

On a more practical note, we need also to examine the ways in which the blurring of the two realities is present in different degrees³ (to different people, in different media, across different soft and hardware); it’s various possible manifestations (e.g. our experience of immersion in Second Life compared to emailing or text messaging) and types (e.g. mobile devices, roomed-sized holographic projections, photos, text). Mobile technology, for instance, arguably engenders a more embodied blurring, due to the way in which we treat tools as an extension (rather than primarily a means of expression or communication) of the self: akin to the way we famously treat our car, for example.

This is an area needing more research, but it seems likely that different mediums (programs, applications, services) engender or encourage correspondingly varying degrees of self-presentation and awareness of the self and the other as presented. Likewise, different users (depending on factors such as age groups, backgrounds, frequency of use) will likely experience themselves and others online in quite different ways.
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ICT Research Ethics Regulation and Governance: Issues with the Human Research Ethics Committee

Craig McDonald
University of Canberra, ACT, Australia.

The Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) is the primary regulator of ethics in research involving humans, at least where that research is conducted in public institutions in Australia. The HREC takes its mandate and ethical parameters from the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research. To respond to the National statement organisations such as universities, hospitals and so on set up and operate internal procedures that require research projects involving human participants to be evaluated by an HREC.

A range of general issues and frustrations have been articulated by researchers complying with the system, including discomfort with bureaucratic nature of the HREC, irritations with compliance and its conflict with autonomy, etc. A different range of issues is experienced by those concerned with the overseeing the ethics of research. Like the researcher, the regulator has issues with the bureaucratic nature of the HREC in particular with researcher resistance, workloads and cost.

However the bigger picture is much more problematic, particularly when it comes to the ethics of ICT research, as shown by the following extract from Complexities in the Ethics of ICT Informatics Research and Innovation, a paper from the 2012 AiCE conference (See following supporting document).

While the big picture is problematic, it is always the individual taking an action that is the locus and focus of actual ethical evaluation. It is the actual circumstances of the individual, how she sees her situation and what she knows and values, that determines her action and so the ethical aspects of that action and its aftermath. It is this situation that the ethics regulator should be addressing if it wants more ethical research. The HREC is part of the integrity system of a research organisation - is that system explicit, operational and effective? Is the HREC role effective? Arguable the answer to these questions is 'no'.

The purpose of the discussion at AiCE is to canvass the practicalities of the research ethics integrity system and the role of the HREC in it, then to make proposal for improvement. Sample proposals might be:

Proposal 1: Broaden the focus of the HREC from considering harm to immediate research participant to also considering consequential ethics - harm to others down the track. Presently few ICT research projects go to the HREC as they don't have human participants, but they have, potentially, enormous human consequences.

Proposal 2: Integrate research ethics with the research organisation's professional ethics and quality systems. The HREC scope is at once too narrow (much research-like activity is conducted in coursework so does not come to the HREC) and at too low a level.

Proposal 4: Scrap the HREC Application. Ethics applicants should have their research proposal itself reviewed from an ethics perspective and where it is found wanting, the proposal should be changed to better embed ethics into its design.
Complexities in the Ethics of Informatics Research and Innovation

Craig McDonald
University of Canberra, ACT, Australia.

ABSTRACT: Ethics in ICT research and innovation is complex. This paper outlines complexities in the discipline itself, in the technology, in notions of ethics, in research and innovation and, finally, in the interaction of all these aspects. It argues that some of this complexity is exacerbated by conceptual difficulties and examines the Framework for Responsible Research and Innovation in ICT project as an approach to addressing complexity.

Keywords: Complexity, Ethics, Research and Innovation.

INTRODUCTION

During the Second World War some human medical research and atomic technology innovation occurred which was later considered ethically questionable. Since that time there has been a growth in attempts to govern research and innovation from an ethical perspective. Research involving humans as participants is being addressed in institutions through governance and policy. For example Australia's National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research says:

...the values of respect, research merit and integrity, justice, and beneficence have become prominent in the ethics of human research in the past six decades, and they provide a substantial and flexible framework for principles to guide the design, review and conduct of such research. This National Statement is organised around these values (NHMRC 2009 p11).

However the ethics of research and innovation in technology is less settled. It is under continual debate, across the very wide range of technologies with journals (see for example biotechnology or nanotechnology (Weckert 2007)) and conferences, policies and regulation, courses and professional interest. ICT is no exception. This paper looks at some of the complexities associated with ethics in ICT research and innovation and an approach to making sense of them.

The term 'ICT' is slippery. Literally ICT would refer only to technologies that detect signals, transmit, store, process and present them, but, perhaps because it is so ubiquitous, it is often used much more broadly. This paper will use 'Informatics' to refer to the study of 'information' – its nature, the systems and technologies that create, store, process and present it, the human, organisational and social context within which it is set and the personal, relational, economic, political, aesthetic and environmental impacts it has. Where 'ICT' has been used by others, it is taken to mean informatics, while IT (information technology) will be used literally to refer to information processing hardware and software.

COMPLEXITIES IN THE INFORMATICS DISCIPLINES

There are two types of practical disciplines involved in informatics. Disciplines of the first type concern themselves with information as their subject. This group includes technical infrastructure, data management, information management, knowledge management, information systems, web-based systems and content management, graphics design, multi-media, geographic information systems, librarianship, journalism, grid computing, agents, etc. The sorts of topics of interest here are how data, information and knowledge is created, stored, processed, communicated and presented; the technologies and techniques involved; the designing and building of systems; the issues it raises (reliability, validity, privacy, ownership, etc); the environment of information use; and the repercussions of information control for the individual, the workplace and society.
The second type of practical informatics discipline examines the above topics in relation to a particular knowledge domain. These disciplines see information instrumentally. Health Informatics is the most advanced of the applied informatics disciplines. It examines topics from the GP looking after patient records, through to using knowledge-based systems for diagnosis, remote medicine, medical research and government health policy formulation. Other areas of applied informatics include business informatics, e-learning, e-government, e-law, e-research, etc. The sorts of topics of interest to these disciplines go to how practitioners can take more informed, effective, evidence-based actions, how knowledge in the domain can be better applied and how better systems can be created.

Additionally less practical disciplines address information in their own ways. The philosophy of information (Floridi 2002) is at one extreme and popular literature (eg Gleick 20110) at another. There is a ubiquity of interest in information across the whole range of human thinking. Many disciplines have perspectives on information and its role in their work. For some, genetics for example, information has become a defining conception, albeit a conception very different from that of ICT. So informatics thinking becomes riven by a plethora of conceptual frameworks and investigative approaches from genetics, science and technology studies, philosophy of information, engineering, humanities, neuroscience and psychologies, social sciences and so on. The many views of informatics leads to disciplinary complexity as the many approaches come with incommensurable vocabularies, conceptual structures and mores. Over time, disciplines form and sub-divide further complicating the issue. There is nothing inherently wrong with this pluralism, however in an increasingly interlinked world, one of keyword search across the human corpus, the disciplinary context of concepts can be lost and discussion fragments.

The informatics disciplines are complex.

COMPLEXITIES IN INFORMATICS PHENOMENA

Most academic disciplines study apparent phenomena - physical sciences study physical reality, social sciences study humans in their interactions with others, humanities... and all have a long history behind them. Information seems to be a virtual phenomenon that has remained largely in the philosophical domain until information technologies started having significant impacts on human activity. Much of the ethical force generated by informatics is in fact about the information being carried, a virtual entity, rather than the technology itself. This makes the information phenomena a difficult thing to define.

Further, to see informatics as a single category, as one phenomenon, is so broad as to be virtually useless. Computing is a very general, malleable technology. It plays very different roles in different applications. The issues raised in social media seem quite different from those of data warehousing, robotics or AI. The use of too abstract a conception is a major cause of discourse fracture.

Digital divides provide another problem for studying informatics. The divides based on infrastructure and technology availability, wealth, education, age, gender, culture, organisation and other factors mean that particular technologies play out very differently in different circumstances.

Rate of change is a further factor creating complexity in informatics. Technology change is fast and discontinuous while many of the human structures around it move to a different rhythm. The law, the economy, institutions, and research itself are naturally slow and based in stable views of their worlds.

A 'friend' in Facebook; a document in 'the cloud'; these are examples of concept re-use that is common in information technology. The issue here is that attributes of a pre-existing concept may, or may not be carried into its technology incarnation and other attributes may become associated with the concept making discourse disjoint. As this terminological adoption shifts over quite short time periods informatics is always a work-in-progress, continually changing. So a stable platform for discourse cannot be relied on and new research cannot necessarily build on what previous research no matter how rigorous and relevant it may have been at the time.

The nature of informatics then is complex.

COMPLEXITIES IN ETHICS

Ethical discourse has a long and complex history. The examination and creation of moral values their through ethical discourse is tough enough, but sorting them from
the aesthetic (responding to the beautiful),
political (responding to the powerful),
economic (responding to market values),
social (responding to engagement with others) and
legal (responding to rules & enforcement)

Aspects of human activity is fraught. While ethics might be seen as another aspect of human activity like those listed (responding perhaps to the right and the good), it may also be seen as a more overarching idea embracing some of those other aspects, but giving an added moral force.

Ethical issues raised by informatics are discussed in many different places and in many different ways. One place that values coherent, objective discussion is a university course (Greening et. al. 2004). In ethics courses there seem to be four main kinds of discussion about ethics and systems development. The first tackles particular ethical issues raised by the use of technology, like workplace surveillance, cybercrime, privacy or copying software. The legal system has a strong interest in this kind of discussion so it is critically important. The second kind of discussion looks at specific events, real or made-up. Particular situations throw up unusual ethical aspects and dilemmas that highlight the complexities of ethics. For example, the set of ethics cases studies provided by the Australian Computer Society (ACS 2004) reveal the complexities and contradictions that seem inherent in ethical considerations of particular situations.

The third discussion revolves around prescribed ethics, including professional codes of ethics and conduct, specific codes and good practices (such as a university code of practice for research), UN Declaration of Human Rights and so on. The final kind of ethical discussion starts from first principles and sees issues and events as applications of ethical principle - the categorical imperative, the golden rule, harm minimization, etc. For example, if the utilitarian principle of 'the greatest good for the greatest number' were to be applied to a situation, how would we measure 'good', can we add it, how could we balance the good to one person against that to another, etc.

These four kinds of discussion go some way to framing complexity.

Professional Ethics also tries to frame complexity. It uses social instruments like codes of ethics and codes of professional practice and disciplinary committees to regulate professional activity (ACS 2012). Research Ethics is akin to professional ethics in using similar techniques - national Statement on Human Research Ethics for example, institutional policies and procedures, Research Ethics Committees and ethical misconduct committees. Professional ethics seem to be fairly stable and increasingly widespread but not deep. ICT professional ethics seems to have little impact in the face of other innovation drivers (Lucas & Mason 2008).

Ethics is complex.

COMPLEXITIES IN RESEARCH AND INNOVATION

Traditionally research, at least academic research, has been for creating coherent theory allowing the understanding of a phenomenon. Gregor (2008) highlights three main forms of understanding - gaining a clear description of the phenomenon, developing an account of its dynamics (a causal model), and developing predictive capabilities (which may be purely statistical and not relying on an account of its dynamics). In contrast, innovation has been for action - deliberative action supported in part by theoretical knowledge from research findings.

Information technology research and innovation doesn't often follow this pattern. Research and innovation in IT are not linear, and often hard to separate. 'Generate and test' (aka trial and error) is common IT development method for both research and innovation. This approach is aimed at finding what works, not theory building about either the process or the product of the research. 'What works' seems not coherently constructed, contextualised or published as theory and theory change aims to be.

Much IT research and innovation is ungoverned. It happens:

in industry, where innovation is secret and protected for commercial reasons,
in defence, where innovation is secret and protected for reasons of national security and
privately, which was not significant until the advent of open-source became a way for private
innovation to be implemented in large scale, the internet that allowed private hacking and
innovation around malware and which has accelerated in 'apps' development.

In contrast, regulated research environments such as universities are, largely, unable to act in the same
way as industry, defence or private innovators. Ethics committees, for example, require research plans
and reflections on plans that is not required elsewhere. As it turns out, however, Ethics committees see
little of university-based IT research as they do not seem concerned with either secondary stakeholders
(those not immediately participating in the research process but who are affected by it), or the
consequences of the research and innovation. For example, it is not clear that a new algorithm to control
a machine processing chemicals would go to an ethics committee, even if there was a possibility of
enormous environmental damage were it to malfunction in practice.

IT is a technology accessible to anyone for unconstrained innovation - apps development, hacking, virus
creation, cybercrime, etc. It does not require large investment or large numbers of people as research
in many other fields do.

Research and innovation in IT is complex.
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Managing information and communication technology in schools.
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Managers of information and communication technology (ICT) work in a rapidly changing global industry and face many challenges, including ethical ones. Whether or not they are sufficiently equipped to recognise when an ethical challenge confronts them and what to do about it when they do recognise it, is debatable. After briefly putting these challenges in the global context, this discussion paper focuses on my experiences in the education sector during a period where the national Digital Education Revolution injected over 967,000 mobile devices through the National Secondary School Computer Fund (NSSCF) to Year 9 to 12 students across Australia (Australian Government, 2013a).

When considering the ethical implications of a situation a number of techniques could be used. Challenges are increased by the cultural differences in interpreting ethics in ICT (Jagger & Strain, 2007; Burmeister, 2013). However, the application of these techniques in the ICT sector may not be in common use by ICT professionals (Weckert & Lucas, 2012; Al-Saggaf & Burmeister, 2012).

On the one hand, skills and techniques useful to managers of ICT start with classical utilitarian (Driver, 2009) and contemporary deontological (Alexander & Moore, 2012) ethic theories and extend to such tools as reasoning software such as Rationale 2, the Australian Computing Society (ACS) code of ethics and professional practice (McDermid, 2008), the ethical decision making process (McDermid, 2008), professional ethics theory (Nello, 2010) and the doing ethics technique (Simpson, Nevile & Burmeister, 2003).

On the other hand, even if these techniques were taught, would there be a way to evaluate their ability to apply them because of the many factors that could influence their answers, including those mentioned by Jagger and Strain (2007) such as culture, financial pressures and comprehension of questions.

It is then interesting to investigate these issues in a specific context, namely that of managing ICT in Australian schools.

- The breakdown of NSSF by the Australian Government (2013b) between each State and Territory and the government, independent and Catholic schooling sectors show wide variations, for example in the government sector where 0.8% and 38% of government sector funding went to the NT and NSW respectively. The funding based on the school’s location, its sector as well as student numbers and the socio-economic status of their community impacts decisions for managing ICT at many levels, for example, whether the school’s ICT support services should install a high definition imaging printer for photography, purchased and approved by the school because of a perceived need and effective product marketing even though it is outside the support services scope of work.

- Laaly, Sharples, Tracy, Bertram and Masters (2012) discuss changes to facilitate ethics approval for researching students learning with mobile and ubiquitous technologies. A similar discussion may be needed for the provision of technology in primary and secondary schools dealing with students who are primarily children. Changes could consider ways to define participation, teacher roles, informed consent, attachment, suitability of material and privacy as boundaries are greyed, authenticity is more difficult to ascertain and outcomes are less predictable. For example, where some schools will transition to a bring your own device (BYOD) strategy and single-
vendor cloud-based applications even though the Australian protocol for storing data offshore has not been defined (Australian Computer Society, 2013) and an in-house or alternate vendor solutions could provide a similar or better result.

- Any reliance on school management, from observation traditionally recruited from teachers, to address local issues not defined in ICT-project policies and procedures questions whether teacher education (Phelan, 2011) provides an adequate grounding in ethics to deal with such issues. For example, where a school principal is asked to decide how to action broken devices requiring students from both wealthy and low socio-economic circumstances to pay for repairs under a high (in relative terms) fixed single price model for repairs, whether it is for a keyboard or a new screen;
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Abstract

A pilot project in 2010-2011 aimed to determine whether the introduction of technology at an aged care facility in North-East Victoria had increased social engagement for residents. The study aimed to determine the extent to which ICT and Internet access had increased the social engagement of residents, within and outside the aged care facility. This study uniquely included the views of staff and management and provides a focus for discussion about the ethics and governance of ICT-based social engagement in institutional aged care.

Introduction

Governance is an important area of ethical consideration, including in the business of institutional aged care. More widely, governance as an area of ethical discussion, has been addressed both nationally and internationally (Weckert & Lucas, 2012; Burmeister, 2013), and some recent work has also examined governance in technology use by seniors (Burmeister, Foskey, Hazzlewood & Lewis, 2012), and in institutional aged care (Bernoth, Dietsch, Burmeister & Schwartz, 2013). Use of ICT and Internet in aged care by residents was relatively new in 2010 even as many retirement villages were introducing technology for use by residents. The key question for this study was:

Has the ICT introduced at the aged care facility, increased the social engagement of its residents?

The data collected using ethnographic interviewing techniques and the criterion based purposive sampling of information rich-cases would also contribute to the in-depth analysis of ethics and governance issues.

3. Snapshots of some Rich Data Observations

T1 is retired teacher and began using computers in 1983 in primary schools. T1 is a volunteer trainer and "pet therapist" whose mother was living at the aged care facility, and is continuing her contact with the home as a volunteer each Thursday afternoon.

The training goes for an hour as the seniors may get tired. T1 is experienced in working with training seniors having done work with the University of the Third Age. Her approach is friendly, conversational and uses self-paced student-centred approach small groups, with 2 learners as the best training format. In her opinion, training in small groups works better for older people.

Many with eyesight and motor skill problems find it hard but one male R3 is looking at ways to participate in training. Up to five residents have started the computer training but have dropped out for several reasons including frustration and lack of confidence.

R1 and R2 are friends. Knowing that R2 is deaf in her right ear and that R1 can't move her neck to the left so all is well as long as R1 always sits at the left side of R2. R2 is a keen computer user due to life experience and told that her family members do make big use of computers around their home.
Now R1 and R2 are together in ICT training focused on use of the Internet. Both women are bright, alert and an open mind towards use of computers and certainly not afraid but rather excited about using the technology to “break out” or escape from the walls of the home, even though they enjoy being there. Regular family contact is a big motivator.

In their working lives, R1 as personnel officer in Human Resources while R2 had worked for the PMG in telecommunications and worked on teleprinters and for OTC. Both had supervised other staff as team leaders.

**R1 interview results**

R1 uses a track ball as the mouse was too hard with arthritis and the cursor with trail made it easier to see. R1 was in her late 90s and had trouble with her neck movements to the left. R1 uses hotmail account that her daughter set up but T1 prefers Gmail as the interface pops up ready to use and the good spam filtering, giving the uncluttered feel. R1 has relatives in Norway and Nova Scotia and hopes to make contact with great grandchildren.

Facebook is scary to R1 while all agreed that it has privacy issues and is blocked on the local network. R1 says it may be in the future to they get to use Facebook, after further developing their self-efficacy with email and Skype as the first step.

**R2 interview results**

R2 was using her Gmail account to write an email message and she uses the room quite often and was the “power user” of some influence. She is quite confident in some ways although feels she still has so much to learn. R2 has Skype contacts with 3 family members. R2 was fascinated with the key size of the iPad and with how small and light it was to carry around. During an iView benchmark R2 was introduced to the service as service oriented motivation, she was able to watch the last 6 minutes of the New Inventers grand finale that she missed the previous evening.

**4. Summary and discussion of findings**

The user experience by the residents in this study was influenced by several interplaying factors. These included some factors to enhance the experience while others were limiting factors:

1. Motivation to use ICT to stay in touch with the family;
2. Prior experiences with ICT, including privacy issues with social networks;
3. The individual’s own self efficacy, confidence and pride in using ICT;
4. Access to and availability of the ICT services in the aged care facility;
5. Support and encouragement from family, peers and staff;
6. Reluctance to go beyond using e-mail, Internet and Skype on a computer to using social media, mobile device and applications;
7. Device interaction and usability (computers and tablets preferred over smart phones)
8. Physical disabilities with sight, hearing and motor skills (hand movements).

For the staff at the aged care facility, the ethics and governance is providing ICT as an Enterprise System requires changes that will increase running costs (e.g. wireless networks and keeping up to date with new ICTs) as well as a need to make changes to governance processes, people and existing systems such as a re-design of ICT infrastructure and processes, possible job re-training for staff and integration with other core services at the aged care facility.

In the two years since the study, there have been some huge changes in both the technologies available, like tablet devices and the changes on the horizon with the National Broadband Network or NBN, and the style of ICT-based social engagement by seniors, but further research is needed to investigate the
scope of it all again in 2014 for both the residents in institutional aged care and the wider ethical implications, role and governance of management in an aged care facility.

Research conducted in the USA by Zickuhr & Madden (2012) revealed findings of significance and pointers for future research in Australia on the patterns of behaviour with seniors and ICT use as shown in the short list of their findings below:

- Over 53% of seniors over 65 use the Internet, with 70% of that group going online daily;
- Once online, Internet use becomes a regular part of seniors lives with 39% having broadband at home;

However after age 75, the Internet and Broadband use drops away significantly and this category has strong representation in our aged care facilities:

- 68% of those aged 75+ did not feel confident and needed someone to help them get online;
- Only 20% of users in this cohort use social networking sites and just 8% on a daily basis;
- Relevancy of the Internet and lack of interest in using e-mail became an issue for 38% over those aged 75+

**Conclusion**

Technology use by seniors is not new. Many studies have shown that seniors of all ages enjoy learning to use technology (Arjan, Pfeil & Zaphiris, 2008; Burmeister, 2012; Burmeister, Weckert & Williamson, 2011; Sayago & Blat, 2010; Xie, 2008) and that there are many benefits to gain apart from social engagement for those with reading and physical issues, in using iPad and other Tablet applications (Silveira, Daniel, Casati & de Bruin, 2013).

This study was an Australian first in that it looked both at resident and staff use of technology for social engagement, in institutional aged care. The future plan of this research is for regular and more detailed examination on the ethics and governance of ICT-based social engagement to include staff and residents as a community with equity and access to technology, particularly before the “baby boomers” populate the aged care communities in the 75+ age category from 2020.
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INTRODUCTION

The digital divide literature addresses many areas, including gender, ethnicity, literacy and more, and yet the oldest-old people in society are rarely mentioned. Although the literature shows that younger seniors are actively using many forms of computer technology (Czaja & Lee, 2007; Burmeister, Weckert Williamson, 2011; Hanson, 2011; Burmeister, 2012), it seems that with regard to access of information, resources and services, we are failing a generation namely the oldest-old (Hanson, 2011).

DISCUSSION

Increasingly, commerce is being conducted electronically. Bricks and mortar stores are unable to compete and are closing at an alarming rate. Where will our ageing population purchase their goods? Will there be a select and niche market aimed solely to the elderly and charging accordingly? Magazines now have apps embedded in their pages for smart phone users to download information. Television programmes are appealing to the technologically savvy to download and view programmes and movies. Bookings for buses, cinemas, and health appointments can all be done online now, leaving the elderly disadvantaged. With the advent
of digital viewing, is it possible that there will emerge a generation of viewers who view solely on their hand-held devices, negating the need for televisions at all? What will this mean to the elderly? How will they stay in touch with the expanding technology?

Some advances in technology may appear to be gimmicks or fads. People are starting to take note of Google glass, for instance as a way of accessing data from anywhere with a computer built in to spectacle frames. This should not be unwieldy for our elderly users as theoretically they should just attach, reasonably unobtrusively, to their own spectacles. There are a number of legal and ethical issues that would need to be overcome for wide-spread use of this technology but it seems fair to say that even if it proves to be a short-lived gimmick, there will be something else to take its place. Whether this would affect the oldest technology users in any substantial way is worth considering.

It is likely that laptops and computers will become relics of the past. Already some businesses are providing wireless tablets such as iPads to their employees, making the desktop computer obsolete for their work activities. As the demand for handheld devices becomes more prevalent so the supply of older technology may become more difficult to obtain. It may be that app-based technologies may make it easier for the elderly to access information. This may be an area for further investigation as to whether this will be cognitively easier for them to understand and whether failing eyesight and physical dexterity will enable them to access it. Is it possible that the inability to keep up may lead to depression, loneliness and isolation?

It is important to carefully define what is meant by old or older. This is not as easy as it sounds. Varying factors such as social demographics, educational background, financial status, health
etc will affect abilities and perceptions of all people. For any group of people of the same age there will be varying levels of ability. An active 90 year old could be more capable than another person 20 or 30 years younger with different life experiences. However, for the purposes of this research, old is defined as aged 80 and over. A preliminary search of the literature has resulted in the following discussion.

There are three main areas of discussion that this paper is addressing. Firstly, there are methodological considerations in research that addresses the digital divide for seniors. According to Czaja & Lee (2007) “…although the use of technology such as computers and the Internet among older adults is increasing, there is still an age-based digital divide” (Czaja & Lee, 2007, p. 341). These authors discuss services available via the Internet, which put the elderly at a disadvantage. They acknowledge that computers by themselves don’t impact the well-being of the elderly. “Many of the studies that have examined this issue have been plagued by methodological shortcomings. As such, there is a need for more rigorous research in this area”. (Czaja & Lee, 2007, p. 342) Is this still true? What would add rigor?

Secondly, there is the divide of finance. It appears that older adults are not averse to using computers and technology. In fact they can see the benefits, but problems such as training and assistance, cost factors and available applications are hindrances (Czaja & Lee, 2007, p. 343). It could be argued that geographical isolation also provides a barrier. Governments are providing NBN technology around coastal areas of Australia but these are not available to remote, country and inland communities. However, consideration would need to be given to whether this is an age-related problem, or one experienced by all members of such
communities. Are the elderly any more disadvantaged in these areas than their younger generations?

Thirdly, there is the cognitive divide. Older people may have age-related deterioration in their ability to process information as well as multi-tasking and many other activities inherent in computer use. Things that would be intuitive to a younger user are not so for the elderly. “Age-related changes in cognition have important implications for the design of technical systems” (Czaja & Lee, 2007, p. 344). Elsewhere related observations have been made about increased learning difficulties that come with older age, especially for the oldest-old (Burmeister, 2010). Burmeister (2010) highlights failing memory as a hindrance to the elderly, with particular regard to remembering login credentials. Increasingly websites require user names and passwords to facilitate access. Without these, there are significant security concerns. Renaud and Ramsay, 2007 recognise the difficulties experienced by those with failing memories to recall these authentication details and discuss the possibility of using biometrics such as the user’s handwriting or doodles. While these would not be suitable for highly secure websites, they could be applicable for low-risk sites (Renaud & Ramsay, 2007, p. 313).

Dwivdei, Weerakkody & Janssen (2011) discuss the implementation by governments and acceptance by society of e-government programmes to provide government services and information electronically. It is acknowledged that among the numerous challenges to e-government projects is the exclusion of the elderly and disabled, the less educated and poorer members of society. This scenario is currently playing out in the US with the health care reforms.
Hanson (2011) suggests that the current younger generations, who have grown up with technology and are proficient in its use, appear to hold the view that problems experienced by the older generations will be self-limiting and will cease to be an issue with the extinction of that generation. Many believe that (1) as they grow older they will not experience any of the age-related disabilities with the use of technology and (2) their current proficiency and understanding of technology will enable them to “keep up” with future technology. Hanson (2011) explores whether these beliefs are valid by working with older adults to determine what are their strengths and difficulties in the use of technology?

I use the term “extinction” of a generation advisedly. The term seems harsh. Why would you give up on an entire generation and just wait for them to disappear? These beliefs of the younger generation in their inherent ability to “keep up” with technological advances, as stated above, would seem to be naïve. The problem will not go away with the disappearance of our current old-old. As our younger generation ages they will inevitably be faced with the same age-related disabilities of cognition failure, deterioration of physical health and memory loss. If we give up on the elderly now, we are failing them as a generation and the problem will still be there for future generations to address.
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The matter of who or what is responsible if a computer performs a harmful action is a complex one, but there is some meaning in saying that computers consider options and that a computer, even when operating on deterministic algorithms, is capable of making a choice. With today’s technology it is unreasonable to talk of the moral responsibility of the computer, but the responsibility of the computer’s designers depends on their intent and what they perceived as the possibilities of the technology they produce. The technology is currently at the point where the complexity of the “independent” actions of information systems is such that unintended consequences complicate the issue.

The issue requires a distinction in the modality of possibility at a fundamental level. A logical model is proposed here which carries with it a simple distinction in terms. The term “operational possibility” is intended to delineate a number of issues to do with systems which collect information and make models of the world. Crucially, these systems have incomplete “knowledge” of the world.

A simple subset relation between different many-world frames suffices for the model. This results naturally in an order relation (a transitive, anti-symmetric relation based on the subset relation). This model has a practical impact in the communication between agents and information systems, which in turn has a fundamental impact on ethical issues.

The central element of this model is that there are distinct agents, who have different knowledge of the world. One agent may know that a statement is false, and another may think that the statement is possible. Similarly, one agent may know that a statement is true, and another agent, because of their imperfect knowledge, thinks that the statement is possible.

Temporal possibility is widely applied: it may rain tomorrow but it did not rain yesterday, a coin toss may land a head, but afterwards it is impossible that it landed a head. However there is a similar change that occurs when an agent/information system makes observations, or when they communicate. Even day-to-day uses of the modality of possibility show this: a coin toss landing in front of our eyes takes some time to be registered in the brain of the viewer, but also, someone who is informed about the coin toss later clearly changes their notions of possibility in response to information.

In another context, because of operational possibility, it is meaningful to talk of, say, the search for life outside the solar system, even though this is either a certainty or an impossibility.

This discussion is deliberately non-technical, partly to demonstrate that there is value in the analysis beyond a purely technical exercise.

With these caveats and qualifications, the distinction between an operational, “subjective” form of possibility and objective possibility is as valuable as the distinction between the subjective perception of the sound of a tree landing in a forest and the vibrations in the air that are caused by the tree’s fall.
Appendix – Full Paper

Operational Possibility for Information Systems

Introduction

The matter of who or what is responsible if a computer performs a harmful action is a complex one, but it there is some sense in saying that computers consider options and that a computer, even when operating on deterministic algorithms, is capable of making a choice.

With today’s technology it is unreasonable to talk of the moral responsibility of the computer, but the responsibility of the computer’s designers depends on their intent and what they perceived as the possibilities of the technology they produce. To say the least, the technology is currently at the point where the complexity of the “independent” actions of information systems is such that unintended consequences complicate the issue. The issue requires a distinction in the modality of possibility at a fundamental level.

This is perhaps the most difficult question being addressed in this paper but the intent is to examine in a more general way the issue of the modality of possibility when different agents/information systems interact. By use of examples it will be shown that the distinction applies in more prosaic environments and the extension to information systems generally is quite natural.

A simple logical model is proposed here, and along with it a simple distinction in terms. The term “operational possibility” in contrast to “objective possibility” is intended to delineate a number of issues to do with systems which collect information and make models of the world. Crucially, these systems have incomplete “knowledge” of the world.

Finally this essay looks briefly at the various senses in which an information processing system can be said to “make choices”, even one running a deterministic algorithm. So for example, in what sense can a chess program be said to make a choice between moves?

These matters hinge on the distinction between different forms of possibility, and this is used to delineate ways in which agents describe the extent of their knowledge. This has practical impact in the communication between agents and information systems, and this in turn has a fundamental impact on ethical issues.

The distinction proposed here is fundamentally an epistemological tool rather than a linguistic one. The logical machinery required is extremely simple. Examples taken from a variety of contexts demonstrate the theory.

This essay is not intended to advocate an objectivist or relativist approach. It is “agnostic” also about determinism and indeterminism. The aim is to investigate the inter-relation between ways in which agents use the modality of possibility to refer to real-world possibilities within the limits of their knowledge.

“Operational Possibility”

The term “operational possibility” has been adopted here. It is closest in meaning to epistemic possibility. Epistemic possibility has an important role in the study of grammar and the use of language, but the term is also open to a number of interpretations. It can be refer to a priori possibilities, known before empirical knowledge. Or it can simply express an agent’s lack of knowledge, “It is possible that it is raining in Toronto, for all I know”. This later meaning is closest to what is being referred to here. But more particularly, the kind of possibility that is referred to here as “operational possibility” is intended as an epistemic tool, and it applies specifically to an information processing system operating in an environment of which it has imperfect knowledge.

The term “subjective possibility” rather than “operational possibility” might have been convenient, because it contrast nicely with “objective possibility”. But it can be confused with a term in statistics which refers specifically to an agent’s subjective judgment of probability.

The term “relative possibility” also suggests itself, because the relative states of the knowledge of different agents is compared. But this text is agnostic over a relativist approach. Indeed, in its most general form it includes a reference to a shared “objective” world (which might be empty), but which is imperfectly known by agents. Possibilities which exists in the real, objective world are contrasted with operational possibilities and are here termed “objective possibilities”. Objective possibilities, as meant here are more than simply physical or metaphysical possibilities (Berger, 2011; Wikipedia, 2013).
The term “operational possibility” then is used to refer strictly to the agent’s limited knowledge of the world. It is a form of epistemic possibility which contrasts with actual, real-world possibilities, called “objective possibilities”. Temporal modality (Øhrstrøm and Hasle, 1995; Cresswell and Hughes, 1996; Wikipedia, 2013) has been used for technical purposes in computer science, such as proving correctness. Time features as an important element of this essay. However, temporal effects here are studied for a wider purpose, and a different model is used.

It should be said that this essay is not advocating operational possibility as the only way of interpreting modalities of possibilities. It is a tool for casting light on various epistemic questions which have to do with the states of knowledge of agents.

For the author, the notions of operational possibility arose from the consideration of ethical questions, and from this, problems of decision making. However, in hindsight, statistics also may have been a source of inspiration.

Inferential statistics is based around the notion of hypothesis testing. By using the hypothetical “if”, the statistician seems to be considering “possibilities”. This logic of hypothesis testing is used to advantage on a daily basis by statisticians.

Method and Theory

A simple basic theory is proposed and a simple model is described. A series of examples will show how a distinction between operational and objective possibility illuminates a number of issues which can otherwise be quite baffling.

There is more than a passing analogy with the celebrated tree falling in a forest, often obliquely related to a musing from Berkeley (1710). Once the distinction is made between the “subjective” perception of sound (in the brain presumably) and the “objective” event of sound (sound waves in air), the problem evaporates. The philosophical problems associated with the use of the modality of possibility are illuminated by distinguishing objective possibilities from “subjective” operational possibilities, which result from the agent’s limited knowledge.

For the purposes of this essay, an agent is an information processing entity who can make assertions about the world. The set of assertions that they “believe” are called their knowledge. Now there is an objective world, one can assume, and in this world statements about probability may be true or false. For example the following statement could be objectively true, “the chance that the coin may come up a head is 0.5”.

The most crucial element of this model however is that there are different agents, who make different assertions about the world and who have different knowledge of the world. What is known to be true by one agent may only be possible to others.

It will be assumed here that an agent’s set of possible worlds include the real objective world. A consequence of this is that it cannot be the case that one agent knows that a statement is true and another knows that it is false. In this case the agent’s beliefs will be said to be incompatible. We will use the convenient terminological shorthand of saying that, “True is incompatible with false”. Incompatibility is not the same as inconsistency as will be shown below.

If an agent thinks that something is impossible, they know that it is not true. In this scheme, “impossible” means exactly the same as “false”. Thus problems can be simplified somewhat by equating “impossible” with “false”, and also with zero probability. Similarly “certainty” is interchangeable with “truth”, and with a 100% probability.

The most crucial element here is that one agent may know that a statement is false, and another agent, because of their limited knowledge of the world, thinks that the statement is possible. Similarly, one agent may know that a statement is true, and another agent, because of their imperfect knowledge, thinks that the statement is possibly false. In convenient shorthand form, both true and false are compatible with possible, although they are incompatible with each other.

Incompatibility can arise between the beliefs of different agents. It occurs only in the case that there is a statement that one agent believes is true and another believes is false. This is the only rule of compatibility. A consequence of this rule is that the possible worlds of different agents must overlap, and they will presumably contain objective possibilities in their shared beliefs.

Inconsistencies between agent’s belief sets are allowed. It is inconsistent for a single agent to think that a statement is possible (has a non-zero probability) and to think at the same time that the statement is also false. But what is consistent for one individual agent to think is not the same as what is compatible for different agents to believe. It is compatible for one agent to know that a statement is false (and hence the statement really is false) and for
another agent, with imperfect knowledge, to think that it is possibly true. Consistency, as used here, is not the same as compatibility. It may be that two statements which are inconsistent if asserted by one agent are nonetheless compatible if asserted by different agents.

This is essentially all there is to the theory, but a corresponding set theoretical model is presented below. The theory has been kept as simple as possible but the reader will certainly need to see it fleshed out in examples.

Before passing on to examples, it should be pointed out that one of the most potentially confounding aspects of the modality of possibility is the matter of time. Different agents at different times will have different beliefs. For logical purposes, a single agent at different times has different beliefs. These could formally be treated as separate agent belief sets. This would be a convenient place to leave the matter except that it is very useful to consider how an agent’s knowledge progresses over time, as the agent learns more about the world. How do statements about possibility change, as an agent’s knowledge becomes “more certain”? 

Examples

A few examples should help to explain the intention behind the theory.

Rain

Suppose you live in Melbourne and today has been a very sunny day in the middle of a heat wave. The weather report has said that it will not rain tomorrow. Is it possible that it will rain tomorrow? What is the probability that it will rain?

This example seems very simple. We don’t know for certain that it will rain tomorrow, and so it seems possible that it will rain tomorrow, albeit with a low probability. It is possible that it will rain tomorrow, and after tomorrow, after we have observed the weather, we will know that it will have either rained or not.

There are a few cracks in the story however. Firstly, suppose that tomorrow it does not rain. In the system proposed here, it becomes an objective impossibility that it rained. On the day after tomorrow, it will also be known by the agent that it did not rain, so for that agent it becomes operationally impossible that it rained. What was a possibility previously now becomes an impossibility.

After tomorrow we might ask the question “Was it possible that it could have rained?” This can be a subtle question of the use of language. The focus of this essay however is the best knowledge of the agent. Previously, the agent did not know if it would rain or not, and either outcome seems possible. Afterwards the agent knows that it does not rain and so rain is impossible. The agent’s knowledge changes.

The question of whether or not, objectively, rain is possible, opens up many technical, scientific issues to do with quantum mechanics, chaos and modelling complexity. Is the weather truly indeterministic or is it deterministic? It is well known that weather is chaotic (in the technical sense of non-linear dynamics). In fact it was in modelling weather that chaos was first discovered. But chaos is merely unknowable in practice. Even a deterministic system can be chaotic. On the other hand, perhaps purely random quantum events affect the weather. The familiar saying that a butterfly moving its wings can affect a hurricane perhaps also applies to events at the very small scale of quantum effects. The precursors to probabilities in quantum mechanics are complex numbers. How do these correspond with “possibility” and “impossibility”? Could the many-worlds interpretation of quantum mechanics be adapted to the background of true objective possibilities? Added to all this there is the sheer complexity of modelling all the minute details of a weather system.

All these issues are important but they are not the focus of this essay, which remains “agnostic” on the issue of determinism and indeterminism. To cater for both possibilities many truly objective possible worlds will be allowed. If the world is deterministic then the number simply reduces to one (determined by previous states). So, on the one hand the weather might be truly deterministic and the inability to predict it results from chaos or just sheer information complexity. On the other hand the weather could be truly indeterministic, perhaps as a consequence of quantum mechanical effects, and perhaps it is objectively possible that it will rain tomorrow.

To accommodate indeterminism it must be allowed that objective knowledge can change over time, otherwise we have the following two inconsistent statements,

It is possible it will rain tomorrow.

It is not possible that it will rain tomorrow.

Suppose it is objectively possible that it will rain tomorrow, maybe because of quantum mechanical effects. Now after tomorrow, it has been observed that it did not rain, and the second statement is true. So it is impossible that
it rained yesterday. If indeterminism is allowed then statements of possibility must be couched in terms of time (even in the many-worlds interpretation of quantum mechanics this will occur as we “enter” different possible worlds). Therefore, the option is left open for indeterminism by allowing objective possibility to be time dependent,

Before: The day before yesterday it was objectively possible that it rained.

After: It did not rain yesterday and it is now impossible that it rained yesterday.

These sentences are not inconsistent because they are referenced at different times. In temporal modality statements are issued in different worlds which exist at different times. In this way, the time at which the statement is made is part of the modal statement.

It might seem then that the entire matter is settled. It is time which affects possibility. After all, if indeterminism is allowed, then operational possibility would seem to be essentially the same as objective possibility. There is no need to worry about operational possibility? But what about the case of a deterministic universe?

**Yesterday’s rain**

Consider again yesterday’s rain but this time with two agents. Suppose Meredith lives in another part of the world, say Canada, while Ludwig lives in a suburb of Melbourne, Australia. Suppose it did not rain yesterday in that part of Melbourne where Ludwig lives, and Ludwig knows this fact through direct observation. Meredith however has not had reason to look up the weather in Melbourne and is completely unaware of whether it rained or not.

The first thing to note is that objectively it did not rain yesterday. Secondly, Ludwig believes that it did not rain, and finally Meredith believes that it is possible that it did rain. For Meredith it is operationally possible that it did rain, even though it is objectively false (refer to Meredith $t_2$ in Figure 1). While they do not communicate, the beliefs of the two agents are compatible. Furthermore, Meredith’s operational possibility does not lead to an inconsistency with objective reality because she also believes that it is possible that it did not rain in Melbourne (there is for her a possible world in which it did not rain).

![Figure 1](image-url)
Suppose Meredith communicates with Ludwig and learns that it did not rain in Melbourne. Her belief set changes with more knowledge (Meredith 𝑻₃ in Figure 1). Importantly, it is not time which changes operational possibility, it is knowledge. Time may change objective possibility, but knowledge changes operational possibility.

Inferential statistics uses much the same logic. The population value does not change when the statistician rejects or accepts (technically, fails to reject) the null hypothesis. The statistician does make the null hypothesis true or false by their analysis. It is knowledge gained through sampling which affects the statistician’s understanding of the world.

Now we could ask at what time the universe changed and rain in Melbourne went from being a true objective possibility to an objective impossibility. Ludwig may have had more certain knowledge than Meredith but perhaps his knowledge also lagged behind the objective impossibility. Perhaps it became objectively impossible for it to rain in Melbourne at 10 PM. Before 10 PM the weather conditions were such that there could still have been a shower between 10 PM and midnight, but after 10 PM not even the best possible conditions would produce rain (no matter how many butterflies flapped their wings in just the right way). However, Ludwig, not having this detailed information, himself might only became certain at 5 minutes to midnight, or perhaps even after he wakes up the next morning? Surely the information gained by real-world agents lags behind empirical events, even if only for a fraction of a second. This kind of thing would seem to apply to any given empirical event, even in the most indeterministic of all possible worlds.

Logicians and mathematicians often use hypotheticals in proof by contradiction. Is it possible that Colonel Mustard committed the murder in the library? No, because he was in the conservatory with Miss Scarlet at the time. The contradiction, assuming that one person cannot in two places at once, leads to the conclusion of a falsehood. As it is meant here, operational possibility is akin to this kind of hypothetical. It is possible that Colonel Mustard committed the murder, if we don’t know that he has a water-tight alibi. If we are on the other side of the world then rain in Melbourne is a hypothetical possibility, until we have better information.

Different agent’s belief sets can contain inconsistent beliefs about possibility, as long as they haven’t communicated with each other, but it would seem that a single agent’s beliefs should not be inconsistent. So for example, when Ludwig wakes up the next morning and observes that it did not rain, the possibility of rain is removed from his belief set. Later, when Meredith talks to Ludwig and learns that it did not rain, the possibility is removed from her belief set.

**Football recording**

Suppose Nick’s favorite football team, the Saints, are playing Collingwood on the weekend. Collingwood are in good form and the Saints have, unfortunately, been playing badly. What is the objective possibility that they will win the game? What is the likelihood?

Suppose it is the day after the game and Nick has successfully avoided any “spoilers” and is unaware of the game’s outcome. However, he has recorded the game and is about to sit down to watch it. What is the possibility that the Saints won the game? What is the likelihood? As he watches the recording Nick discovers that the Saints lost. Now what is the possibility that they win the game?

Having looked at the previous case, this example should be able to proceed more quickly. Let us first consider the objective world. There are deterministic and indeterministic possibilities; either the Saints were always going to lose or there was a time, presumably some time before the end of the actual game, when their loss went from being an objective possibility to a certainty.

Either way, in Nick’s thinking as he watches the replay, it was operationally possible that they won. The agent, Nick, does not currently have the information needed to know either way. The information he needs is in the recording of the game. As he watches the recording he discovers, much to his chagrin, that they did not win and the operational possibility becomes a falsehood.

Again, it may be time that changes objective possibility, but it is clearly knowledge which changes operational possibility.

**The coin toss**

Now consider a slightly more complex example involving probabilities.

Frank is tossing a coin and is offering bets to Dean. Suppose for the sake of argument the coin toss is fair and the objective probability that the coin lands a head is 50%. Let us also suppose that the objective change from a 50%
probability to a certainty occurs over a small period of time and it occurs only at most a small period of time before the coin lands (so we will ignore issues of when the outcome is say 80% certain).

Now consider three separate cases.

Coin toss 1: Before the coin toss, Frank offers odds of three to one on the coin landing a head. Dean considers this a good bet, using the odds of 50% in his calculations. In this case, the coin lands in plain view of both Frank and Dean, and the coin lands a tail. It would seem that before the toss, a head was possible with a chance of 50%, while after the toss it is impossible (false) with a chance of zero. It could seem that time has changed the knowledge of the agents.

Coin toss 2: Now Frank tosses the coin but then covers it over with his hand so that neither he nor Dean can see it (assume that Frank has not cheated). Now Frank offers a second bet with the same odds as before, three-to-one, and again Dean considers this a good bet. Is it possible that the coin landed a head? They both eventually discover that the coin landed a tail. How does this change the knowledge of the agents?

Coin toss 3: Next Frank tosses a coin and takes a look at the coin without showing Dean, although he makes it clear that he is looking at the coin. He covers over the coin and again offers a bet of three to one odds. Is it possible that the coin landed a head? Does Frank think it is possible? Does Dean think it is possible? What is the probability that Frank should assign to the chance that it is a head? Finally, Frank reveals the coin to Dean and it has landed a tail. How does this change the knowledge of the agents?

There are three coin tosses and three bets. The first coin toss is uncontroversial. It can be analyzed without referring to operational possibility because changes in operational and objective possibility are virtually simultaneous. We can argue however that Frank and Dean took some time to register the event (sight takes about a third of a second) but this seems perhaps a trivial point in this case.

The second example, however, must be analyzed using operational possibility. The coin has landed a tail, but because neither agent can see the coin, it is operationally possible for both agents that the coin came up a head, even though this is objectively impossible. Indeed, because of their lack of knowledge, Dean can still use the 50% probability in his calculation of the value of the bet, even though the event has already occurred. He would almost certainly make money over time accepting such bets. Operational possibility and operational probability can be useful in making decisions, hence the term “operational”.

In the third coin toss the two agents have different views of the event. Frank knows that the coin landed a tail but still offers a bet of three-to-one. Dean thinks that it is possible that it landed a head although he is suspicious, because Frank has already looked at the result. Given competing interests of the players, Dean would be ill-advised to accept such a bet. It is unwise to use the 50% probability model for the bet, even though this might seem to be the most “objective” model possible.

As science advances various scientists, acting as agents, alter the combined pool of scientific knowledge. However, the veracity of any one scientist is not assumed. The statements of various scientists are examined and hoaxes such as Piltdown man are exposed and are excised, hopefully, from the body of shared knowledge. There is room for considering the relative knowledge of agents even in the most rigorous objective background, perhaps especially.

In a many worlds model, frames (sets of possible worlds) (Cresswell and Hughes, 1996; Carnielli et al., 2008) would become more restrictive, either over time or as more information is gathered. That is to say “later” frames contain subset restrictions of former worlds. So if \( \mathcal{G}_2 \) is a set of possible worlds at a given time, and \( \mathcal{G}_1 \) is a set of possible worlds for the same agent at a later time then we would expect that \( \mathcal{G}_2 \subseteq \mathcal{G}_1 \) and further that the accessibility relation would be given by the restriction of the former accessibility relation. That is,

\[
wr_2v \iff wr_1v
\]

where \( w \) and \( v \) are worlds in \( \mathcal{G}_2 \) and \( R_1 \) is the accessibility relation for the first frame and \( R_2 \) is the accessibility relation for the second. Since this is a subset relation, it is an ordering relation. Thus we could write \( F_1 \not\equiv F_2 \) where \( F_1 = (G_1, R_1) \) and \( F_2 = (G_2, R_2) \) are the respective frames and the ordering relation outlined above holds.

Suppose the objective possibilities at a certain time, if they exist, are given as \( \mathcal{O}_t \). We would expect that the frame of objective possibilities is more restrictive than any agent’s frame, \( F_t \not\supseteq \mathcal{O}_t \) where \( F_t \) is the agent’s frame at the same time. Furthermore, any two agents should have overlapping frames, \( F_{1t} \supseteq \mathcal{O}_t \) and \( F_{2t} \supseteq \mathcal{O}_t \), where \( F_{1t} \) and \( F_{2t} \) are the frames of the two agents at the same time. Finally we would expect that the objective frame also becomes more restrictive over time, \( \mathcal{O}_{t_2} \supsetneq \mathcal{O}_{t_1} \) where \( t_2 \) is later than \( t_1 \). This rule might need to change slightly for quantum mechanics, but the accommodation could no doubt be made. These then are the many-world rules that apply for compatibility.
A coin toss prepared earlier

Here is an operational possibility “that I prepared earlier”. At 10:30 AM on Wednesday March 30th, 2005, I tossed a coin. Is it possible that it came up a head? What is the chance that it came up a head? I should add that in fact I tossed the coin just after framing the question and I did not “skew” the result.

At this point, without reading further down, it seems reasonable to say that there is a 50% operational possibility that the coin landed a head, at least for the reader. Once the reader has read to the bottom of the article their knowledge will change.

Drake equation

The Drake equation estimates the chance of life outside the solar system. It is a relatively simple equation which breaks down into a number of components to give at least a first-order estimation of the probability of life in outer space (excluding life on Earth). The Drake equation (Friedman, 2010) was popularized by Carl Sagan. Now, either there is life on other planets or there isn’t. Should we be searching for life on other planets?

Whether or not there is life outside the solar system is pure conjecture. The Drake equation seems to indicate that there are many prospects for life but, as yet, there has been no evidence of life. In terms of objective possibility, either there is life in outer space or there is not. In terms of operational possibility, there may be life in outer space.

Even if there is a relatively low chance of discovering life outside the solar system, the modest expenditure required for a search by scanning the stars with radio telescopes is strategically defensible. Insofar as it assists in the decision to search for life outside the solar system the Drake equation is an estimation of the operational likelihood that there is life to find.

What perhaps makes this example slightly different to the previous ones is that the shared discovery of life outside the solar system would become a scientific fact, known at least by all serious scholars. We are assuming of course that such information would not be withheld by the “government” and studied in a secret facility, say, Area 51.

The results of Frank’s coin toss are not universally known facts. They are facts that have relevance only for some agents in some circumstances. Other agents will quite happily be ignorant of such facts. The discovery of life outside the solar system on the other hand would quickly become universally shared scientific knowledge, at least on planet Earth.

Cold fusion

Joan is a researcher who has found a series of chemical reactions that appear to propel atoms together in close proximity, opening up the possibility of cold fusion. Is cold fusion objectively possible? Suppose she then produces some very sophisticated computer models which show the possibility of a nuclear fusion reaction in a simple chemical solution. How likely is cold fusion?

This is similar to the previous example. Unless it can be proven scientifically that it is impossible for a chemical reaction to produce fusion it must remain an open question whether some sort of “catalyst” might produce such a reaction. Again, it is either objectively possible or impossible. Barring proof otherwise, it is operationally possible.

Again, it might be not be a completely pointless exercise to attempt to produce cold fusion. On the other hand, at this point in time when weighing up the likely costs and benefits of the exercise, it is probably wise that huge resources are not spent on research into this question. The operational likelihood of cold fusion seems low. But again, the decision whether to engage in such research is dependent on estimations of operational likelihood.

The billionth digit of \( \pi \)

Suppose Carl is a mathematician who has written a computer program to calculate the digits of \( \pi \). Suppose Henri is a colleague who is offering a bet that the billionth decimal digit of \( \pi \) is 6. What is the “probability” that the billionth digit is 6? If Henri offers odds of 12 to 1, is this a good bet?

Here we turn from empirical facts to logical facts. Now an agent’s knowledge is inconsistent if it contains even just one logical contradiction. Logicians routinely use proof by contradiction to show that certain hypotheses should not be true: Colonel Mustard cannot be in the library and the conservatory at the same time. Inconsistency is a kind of logical filter. It might seem then that it is operationally useful to exclude logical inconsistency from
the belief set of an individual agent, just as it is operationally useful for a detective to exclude logical contradictions from their thinking once the facts are discovered. Indeed, this filter is assumed as part of the application of sound logical principles.

However, does it not seem that Carl could reasonably use the “randomness” of the digits of π to place a bet on the outcome of the computer’s program? But the digits of π are not empirically determined; they are determined by mathematics. Mathematics is based in logic, and π has a logical definition. A mathematical fact is a logical fact. If the billionth digit of π is say 7 and not 6, then it is logically inconsistent to say that it is possibly 6.

If we look at this in terms of the agent’s computational capacity then the billionth digit of π, as far as the agent is concerned, is possibly 6. The sheer complexity of the problem prevents Carl from discovering the billionth digit of π, at least not before his computer program has found the result. It is not the objective facts here which limit the agent’s knowledge, it is the agent’s ability to draw the logical conclusion from the facts.

Let us allow then that sets of beliefs can contain such contradictions. They can contain worlds with logical contradictions, as long as those contradictions are not yet discovered by the agent. Worlds would be excised once the agent discovers contradictions in them, as the agent’s knowledge becomes “more certain” because of logical deduction. Such belief sets can still be usefully defined as compatible, and they can still be compatible with objective possibilities as the “most certain” of all possible worlds.

Perhaps there should be different terms for operational possibility that is internally logically consistent, and operational possibility that is “operationally consistent” but which allows internal inconsistency. Of course, the least restrictive case is the second, and this definition of operational compatibility is workable.

Some degree of depth to the consistency of the beliefs of a morally responsible agent might be expected. Sets of beliefs should not contain obvious and simple inconsistencies, but logical inconsistencies requiring enormous information processing power beyond the capacities of the agent seem reasonable. At the very least, the process of using logical deduction is seen as an “operational” one.

Finally, suppose the billionth digit of π becomes an important bet for a group of Carl’s acquaintances. Carl sets up a special display to announce the billionth digit of π to the world. This display will no doubt be capable of displaying any of the digits 0 to 9, even though only one of these digits is truly logically possible as the answer. This display would then be evidence that these agents think that any of these digits is operationally possible.

The chess computer

Suppose Helen is playing chess against a computer. Suppose the game is at a stage where the subsequent moves in the computer do not depend on a “randomizer”. Such randomizers are generally only pseudo-random in any case, but it simplifies the example if we assume that the moves are deterministic. Suppose it is the chess program’s turn to move and it is deliberating on its move. For the sake of discussion let us say the chess computer is currently considering the consequences of “moving the pawn”, but the move it eventually makes is “the knight move”. Is the pawn move possible? Is the computer program making a choice?

Helen knows, we assume, that the computer’s moves are deterministic. Thus she knows that both moves cannot be objectively possible, although she doesn’t know which move the computer will make.

At first sight, it might seem that because the chess program’s moves are deterministic and so the pawn move is “impossible”. However, Helen needs to know all the details of the computer program if she is to predict the chess computer’s move. And even if she has this information, it is doubtful that a human alone has the processing capacity to accurately perform in real time the calculations needed to predict the computer’s move. The only practical way for her to make the prediction would be to run the exact same program on another computer (or even on the same computer at another time). It is feasible to do this but is this a “prediction”? Without such a “prediction” it would seem that, for Helen, both the pawn move and the knight move are operationally possible.

The possibility from the standpoint of the computer is undoubtedly problematical since the computer, we can suppose, does not make statements about the world. Nonetheless it uses logical states which eventually will result in chess moves. It considers for instance the “pawn move” and its possible outcomes. We could say that the pawn move is “considered” possible in the algorithm of the chess-playing program. There is a sense at least in which the pawn move is an operational possibility (note that optimization algorithms in general make selections from possible outcomes). Again, the pawn move is not an objective possibility, since the program is deterministic, but it is an option considered by the program.
Although the chess program’s moves are deterministic there is no question of the computer itself “predicting” its own move when deciding which move to make. It is feasible to do this, perhaps, by running the program twice, once as a prediction and the second time as a choice, but this seems a hollow answer. Furthermore, operationally, the chess computer would be better off using any extra computational resource to provide a better chess analysis (assuming the method of looking ahead to a limited depth) and once this has been done the move has been potentially changed anyway! The sheer complexity of the move itself requires an information processing resource which makes “prediction” useless and operationally unsound.

If we take this line of reasoning and apply it to humans it becomes even more absurd. Computers are designed to follow logical rules deterministically, so we can predict what the physical computer does by following the computer’s program. Now it is true that human brains process logic but they certainly do not do so deterministically. A human playing chess may be influenced by how their last meal affects their mood. The chemical makeup of their meal may produce slightly different chemical concentrations in the blood which then have a subtle effect on the agents thinking about chess. A glint of light out of the corner of your eye may affect one’s concentration when considering a complex move. Brain processing is dependent on the details of the complex shape of tree-like growths of dendrites. Presumably estimates of the probabilities of human actions are affected by an immense number of small, complex, physiologically messy brain processes.

There are enormous difference between a human making a choice and a modern computer considering a chess move. How much more complex would the chess program example become if a prediction required a detailed physical model of all the electronic states in the computer? Computer circuits use electronic feedback so that the components can function reliably and predictably under a wide range of conditions (different temperatures, but also differences in the manufacture of components). We can imagine that there might be similar processes in brain events, but they are almost certainly not predictable, even in small details. Furthermore, there are many brain events running in parallel over wide areas in the brain while a computer just a few threads in parallel. Brain activity is much more complex and less “predictable” than a computer program.

At any one point in a game chess has only a small number of moves. Nonetheless processing the full minimax algorithm for chess (at the first move) lies well beyond the processing capacity of modern computers. The number of possible abstract chess games is enormous, roughly estimated to be in the vicinity of \(10^{120}\) games. Computers must use heuristics to handle this complexity. And yet the brain is many times more complex, and is physically “messy”. The complexity of just a moment’s processing in the human brain, even if it were deterministic, is many, many orders of magnitude more complex. Human choices, even if they were deterministic are unpredictable in practice, and would seem so for the foreseeable future.

**A coin toss made by the author**

The coin came up a head.

**Conclusion**

The modality of operational possibility requires a minimum of theory based only upon a model of separate agents with limited knowledge. Technically the model presented here requires different sets of many-world frames which change both over time and with extra information. A simple subset relation between frames establishes a simple theory which distinguishes compatibility between frames from consistency within a frame.

This theory is the very minimum that takes account of the knowledge limitations of agents and is consistent with standard formal logic, but which is also general enough to cover determinism and indeterminism, relativism and realism, and yet still provide a coherent explanation of use of the modality of possibility in epistemological questions.

Everyday use of the term “possible” clearly employs operational impossibilities: for someone in Canada it is possible that it is raining in Melbourne, watching a replay of a football game an agent can entertain the possibility of either winning or losing. As argued above, the difference between the objective possibilities may involve the factor of time but it is clear that the change in the agent’s knowledge is brought about by information. Even a coin toss landing in front of our eyes takes some time to be registered in the brain of the viewer. But, less controversially, someone in another place who is informed later about the coin toss clearly their views at a much later time.

This analysis is not an attempt at explaining all aspects of the modality of possibility directly as it relates to complex phenomena such as grammar, language or ethics. Ethical responsibility in particular depends on complex social factors. However, the distinction between operational possibility and objective possibility, and the theory about the relative knowledge of different agents, provides an epistemological element needed in these discussions.
The fact that temporal and operational changes to frames are modelled the same way suggests that there may be an equivalence with temporal logic. This could mean a more general form of the current model could be developed. On the other hand the subset model proposed here is extremely simple and would seem to be quite intuitive. It is also interesting to speculate how the model proposed here might accommodate a quantum-mechanical many-worlds interpretation. These are matters for further research.

This discussion has remained as non-technical as possible, and examples have been used to draw out the impact of the theory in various contexts, demonstrating that this form of possibility has value beyond a purely technical exercise.

With these caveats and qualifications, the distinction between an operational, “subjective” form of possibility and objective possibility is as valuable as the distinction between the “subjective” perception of the sound of a tree landing in a forest and the vibrations in the air that are caused by the tree’s fall.
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Users’ online movements can be tracked and recorded by numerous third party sites including advertisers, data aggregators as well as major social network sites (SNSs) such as Facebook, Twitter and Google (Sar & Al-Saggaf, 2013c). The tracking by SNSs appears to be worrisome because SNSs are able to acquire information about their users’ online activities in addition to personal information voluntarily provided by them. Cambodian participants, interviewed by the researcher, were not happy with the tracking and expressed concerns over privacy loss. From the perspective of Contextual Integrity (Sar & Al-Saggaf, 2013a) and its decision heuristic (Sar & Al-Saggaf, 2013b), the tracking by SNSs violates users’ right to privacy because this is happening without users’ awareness and informed consent. Based on these findings, this paper discusses some existing and future measures that can be used to bring the change to the current issues of online tracking by SNSs.

The first aspect to be discussed is protection at the browser level such as regularly cleaning cookies and browsing histories, and using browser extensions in order to reduce the chance of tracking. Existing extensions such as AdBlock (Palant, 2013) and Ghostery (Ghostery, 2013) can be used to remove or block extraneous contents such as advertisements on the first party site pages, whereas Priv3 extension can protect users from the tracking by social network sites if users do not interact with those sites (Priv3, 2012). Unfortunately, these tools did not prove to be an effective solution to the problem because, for one reason, they did not completely eliminate the tracking (particularly by SNSs) and second, not many users are aware of online tracking, let alone of these tools (Krishnamurthy & Wills, 2006).

The second aspect to be considered is users’ awareness and informed consent. As discussed in (Sar & Al-Saggaf, 2013b), the tracking violates users’ right to privacy because SNSs failed to get their informed consent. In order to make an informed choice, users must know all the details involved in the information collection such as who have access to what information about them and how their information is processed or used once collected (Barocas & Nissenbaum, 2009; Krishnamurthy, 2013). However, online users are from different countries, background and cultures, and speak different languages other than English. Therefore, getting informed consent from online users worldwide and raising awareness about online tracking and precaution could be a hard work. Let us assume that users are aware of all of online tracking, and some users are enjoying targeted advertisements on their SNS profiles while some do not wish to be tracked (McDonald & Cranor, 2010a). Will SNS users be able to opt out of tracking by SNSs while still enjoying their online browsing?

A further aspect to be discussed is the involvement from related sites such as Facebook, Twitter and Google. It appears that they hold the power to make changes because they have control on the systems, and they understand the economic values of online tracking (Krishnamurthy, 2010; Gill et al., 2013). One possible option is those organisations can start to think ethnically by applying ethical guidelines or frameworks before making any decision to avoid negative impacts on the others involved in the business - e.g., online users and their privacy. However, eliminating online tracking can result up to 75% drop of advertising revenue for major players.
like Google and Facebook (Gill et al., 2013), and this obviously affects advertising ecosystem as well as business trends. Are they willing to do this?

Another aspect to be discussed is the contribution from researchers across different fields under the interest of ICTs (e.g., technical, social, and philosophical) and the role of the media. Technical accounts of privacy report on the technical flaws that may impinge users’ right (e.g., Krishnamurthy and Wills (2010); Humphreys, Gill, and Krishnamurthy (2010); Mayer (2011)) but do not explain why privacy matters whereas philosophical accounts of privacy (e.g., Moor (1997); Floridi (2005); Nissenbaum (2010); Tavani and Moor (2001)) are not empirically based. Meanwhile, the findings from social aspect of research that involved users’ perspectives are also crucial to report on users’ awareness and perception on how they manage their privacy online (Pempek, Yermolayeva, & Calvert, 2009; McDonald & Cranor, 2010b; Al-Saggaf, 2011). However, findings from different disciplines usually contain area-specific jargons that may be hard to understand among general audience or audience whose native language is not English. An option taken into consideration could be the simplification of language in reports and findings. In addition, a collaboration among researchers from these areas would be efficient in pointing out the technical flaws while also explaining how they may impinge on users’ privacy, and while also reporting on users’ awareness and concern over those flaws.

However, despite the facts that many researchers have contributed large amount of works into the area of online tracking, the findings are usually ignored by the publicity; hence the tracking is still happening and keep growing Krishnamurthy (2010). However, a Wall Street Journal article (Steel & Vascellaro, 2010) caused public breakouts and eventually triggered the response from Facebook founder about various privacy issues. Hence, both the researchers in ICTs and the media are seen to be effective in bringing the publicity’s attention to the any issues brought by the technology and cause the change or response from the involved organisation like Facebook.

Last but not least, another aspect to be considered is the involvement from governments in designing and imposing policies and laws regarding the collection and secondary use of users’ information. Privacy commissioner in Canada as well as the European Union, for example, have been concerned about privacy online and there is also a new proposed law that require first party sites to receive consent before placing a cookie on a user’s computer in the European Union (Krishnamurthy, 2010). Again, this could be challenging because different cultures may hold different views regarding importance and value of privacy. Although Cambodian participants expressed concern over privacy loss from online tracking, comprehensive data protection or privacy law does not exist in Cambodia (Anonymous, 2012); hence, there is no restriction on data collected online.

Based on the rationales above, neither a single measure proves to work. For the changes to occur, it requires an on-going and long-lasting collaboration and involvements among different community of interests such as the first and third party sites, online users, ICT researchers across different fields (e.g., technical, social and philosophical) who may discover the issues overlooked by the responsible organisations, the media that helps to spread the words, and the government who holds the power to impose the laws and rules.
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Introduction

Professionals in information and communications technology (ICT) face ethical situations in the workplace and need to deal with them effectively. Various attempts have been made to assist them. On the one hand, there have been attempts to educate professionals on how to conduct ethical reasoning (Simpson, Nevile & Burmeister, 2003; Al-Saggaf and Burmeister, 2012). On the other hand, there have been attempts to help professionals better utilise the codes of conduct of their professional society (Burmeister & Weckert, 2003; Bowern, Burmeister, Gotterbarn & Weckert, 2006; Burmeister, 2013). The present study, supported by the Australian Computer Society and the Australian Research Council, surveys ICT professionals in Australia about their perceptions regarding the most common ethical problems they face in the workplace.

Previous work

There are widespread unethical practices in the ICT industry (Aziz, Lokman & Yusof, 2012; Khanifar, Langaghi & Bordbar, 2012; Ethics Resource Center, 2012). In Europe, these include violation of intellectual property rights, breaches of data security and data protection, software bugs and moral damage, systematic discrimination, software flaws, inferior software quality and economic damage, engaging in conflict of interest, and unauthorised access (Van den Bergh & Deschoolmeester, 2010, p. 6). In Malaysia and Taiwan, the main ethical problems are negligence, broken promises, abuse of power, failing to follow guidelines, unfairness, absence of truthfulness, personal responsibility, and violating the 'Golden Rule', among other things (Sherratt, et al., 2005). In Australia, the main issues concerning unethical behavior in the ICT industry are compromising quality, engaging in conflict of interest, unprofessional behaviour, invasion of privacy, making false promises, copyright violations, spreading malware and virii, and compromising functionality (Lucas & Weckert, 2008, p. x). Lucas and Bowern (2007, p. 28), for example, found that 'compromising quality to meet deadlines' was the most important ICT issue then, constituting almost 55% of all cases, with 'compromising user requirements to meet deadlines' and 'compromising functionality to meet deadlines' neck-and-neck at almost 30%.

Method

Survey procedure
To answer the research questions, the study employed a quantitative survey that was implemented on the web. The survey questionnaire was administered using SurveyMonkey.com to allow the participants to fill the questionnaire and return it over the internet. The survey questionnaire was also administered online because of issues such as convenience, cost, time and accessibility. The survey questionnaire was informed by the results of a previous survey conducted by Lucas and Mason (2008) and also by the instrument they used.

All active Australian Computer Society (ACS) members (approximately 18,600) were invited to participate in the web-based survey by direct email sent to them by the ACS once on 12 September 2013. The survey was closed on 6 November after the response rate reached 12.4%. The online questionnaire was prefaced by the ethics consent sheet (including assurances of anonymity) and a description of the study. The questions comprised both closed ended and open ended questions. This paper focuses only on the component of the study relating to the most common ethical problems experienced by Australian ICT professionals.

Sample
A total of 2,315 participants completed the questionnaire. Out of the 2,315 respondents who participated in the study 84.5% (N=1940) were males, and 15.5% (N=356) were females. By age, 30% (N= 692) of the respondents indicated that they were under 35 years; 22.3% (N=516) indicated that their age fell between 36 and 45 years; 25% (N=576) said their age fell between 46 and 55 years; and 22.7% (N= 524) indicated that they were 56 years and above. According to the survey results, 33.8% (N=698) of the participants in the study described their occupational category as manager, 14.8% (N=307) said they were developers; 24.3% (N=502) indicated they were consultants and 13.3% (N=277) said they worked in technical support.

Analysis
The main question this analysis tried to answer is: which ethical problems were selected as the most frequently faced by ICT professionals? Since the question about the most common ethical problems allowed respondents to select more than once answer, a Multiple Response Frequency (MRF) analysis was judged to be the most appropriate analysis technique. In addition, cross tabulations were also performed to see if there are differences in responses based on geographical location and self described occupational category. The findings from the MRF analysis and the cross tabulations are summarised below.

Findings
With regards to the question: how often does unethical behaviour occur in the ICT workplace, the results of this survey revealed that 13.1% of the respondents indicated that unethical behaviour occur frequently in the ICT workplace; while 47.1% noted that it occurs occasionally with only 32.4% saying it occurs rarely. This suggests that 60% noted that unethical behaviour occur at least occasionally. This is different from the 85% result that Lucas and Weckert’s (2008) study has found.

Of the 57 ethical problems listed for respondents to select, the MRF analysis revealed that ‘Compromising quality to meet deadlines’ (5.4%) was highest on the list of the most common
ethical problems experienced by ICT professionals, followed by ‘Blaming others for own mistakes’ (4.7%) and ‘Compromising functionality to meet deadlines’ (4.2%). Table 1 below provides more details. With the exception of ‘Blaming others for own mistakes’ ethical problem, this result is consistent with the Lucas and Bowern’s (2007) finding suggesting the 2007 ethical problems are also major problems for ICT professionals in 2013.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unprofessional Behaviour</th>
<th>Responses</th>
<th>Percent of Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict of interest</td>
<td>682</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compromising quality to meet deadlines</td>
<td>1,104</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compromising functionality to meet deadlines</td>
<td>846</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compromising user requirements to meet deadlines</td>
<td>632</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compromising security to meet deadlines or make things work</td>
<td>611</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blaming others for own mistakes</td>
<td>957</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullying</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incompetence</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overworking staff</td>
<td>762</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>20,368</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Ethical problems frequencies

An inspection of the results of the cross tabulations based on geographical location (see Table 2 below for more details) revealed that, with the exception of respondents in the Northern Territory and those Overseas, respondents in all other Australian states ranked ‘Compromising quality to meet deadlines’ as the highest on the list of the most common ethical problems in the IT workplace. For respondents in the Northern Territory and those Overseas ‘Blaming others for own mistakes’ was the highest on the list with ‘Compromising quality to meet deadlines’ as the second. In addition, with the exception of respondents in Tasmania and those overseas, respondents in all other Australian states selected ‘Compromising functionality to meet deadlines’ as the third most common problem after ‘Blaming others for own mistakes’. For respondents in Tasmania ‘Blaming others for own mistakes’ was considered the third most common problem after ‘Compromising functionality to meet deadlines’. Interestingly, for respondents outside Australia, the third most common problem was ‘Conflict of interest’.

---

4 Items with less than 3% were dropped from this table. Thus the percentages of items shown below do not add up to 100%.
Unprofessional Behaviour | Conflict of interest | Compromising quality to meet deadlines | Compromising functionality to meet deadlines | Compromising user requirements to meet deadlines | Compromising security to meet deadlines or make | Blaming others for own mistakes | Bullying | Incompetence | Overworking staff
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
ACT | 78 | 78 | 118 | 100 | 86 | 72 | 107 | 80 | 89 | 86
NSW | 189 | 202 | 329 | 249 | 183 | 170 | 307 | 199 | 219 | 228
NT | 7 | 4 | 8 | 6 | 3 | 6 | 9 | 8 | 7 | 7
Qld | 67 | 88 | 141 | 118 | 80 | 71 | 118 | 81 | 111 | 99
SA | 34 | 34 | 75 | 45 | 39 | 39 | 55 | 28 | 40 | 39
Tas | 13 | 11 | 19 | 18 | 8 | 16 | 14 | 10 | 15 | 13
Vic | 167 | 162 | 275 | 208 | 152 | 161 | 231 | 149 | 176 | 201
WA | 57 | 77 | 109 | 78 | 63 | 60 | 82 | 57 | 72 | 67
Overseas | 18 | 23 | 26 | 21 | 16 | 13 | 31 | 14 | 18 | 20
Total | 630 | 679 | 1100 | 843 | 630 | 608 | 954 | 626 | 747 | 760

Table 2: Ethical problems frequencies based on geographical location

The results of the cross tabulations based on self described occupational category (see Table 3 below for more details) revealed that, with the exception of respondents who described their occupation as ‘Administrator’ and ‘Technical support’, all other respondents ranked ‘Compromising quality to meet deadlines’ as the highest on the list of the most common ethical problems in the IT workplace. For respondents who described their occupation as ‘Administrator’ and ‘Technical support’, ‘Blaming others for own mistakes’ was the highest on the list with ‘Compromising quality to meet deadlines’ as the second. Moreover, ‘Blaming others for own mistakes’ was ranked second by Managers and Consultants while to Developers ‘Compromising functionality to meet deadlines’ was the second most common problem. Respondents selected different problems as their third most common problem. While Developers and Educators\(^5\) considered ‘Blaming others for own mistakes’ as the third most common problem, the administrator and technical support respondents ranked ‘Overworking staff’ as the third most common problem. Managers and Consultants, on the other hand, selected ‘Compromising functionality to meet deadlines’ as the third most common problem.

\(^5\) Those in education ranked also ‘Conflict of interest’ as their third most common.
Table 3: Ethical problems frequencies based on self described occupational category

Conclusion

The preliminary results confirm and extend earlier findings about the common problems faced in the ICT workplace in Australia. Unlike that previous work where the response rate was approximately 2%, this survey had a response rate of over 12%, giving further credence to the results obtained. The present study is ongoing, with further followup interviews and focus groups planned across Australia, to tease out the implications of the survey and to describe in detail how professionals interpret each of these major ethical problems. Furthermore, the study seeks to discover effective strategies that are currently being employed to address these problems. The study recommends surveying the Australian ICT professionals about their perceptions regarding the most common ethical problems they face in their workplace annually so as to plan effective strategies for solving them accordingly.
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Abstract
The rapidly increasing rate of adoption of value based, Agile approaches, amongst organisations involved in the commercial development of software has resulted in the emergence of new models of software development governance. But the rate of awareness and adoption of APM (Agile program management) by organisations has lagged behind the adoption of the methodology. Whilst organisations have embraced the concepts of lower project failure rates and reduced times to market, they have struggled to integrate the changes to organisational cultures and governance models that Agile demands. Whilst some organisations have adopted Agile methodologies at an organisational level, most have not, leading to significant challenges for those tasked with delivering Agile projects. This paper identifies some of reasons why this is so difficult and proposes one possible approach to gaining a better understanding of the problem.

Introduction
Good governance is important in many areas of business and that includes new and emerging areas of business information systems. Governance, as an area of ethical discussion, has been addressed in various settings at both national and international levels [1, 2] and has recently become a key topic for discussion as a result of the emergence of Agile approaches to software development. Since the publication of the Agile Manifesto [3] the adoption of Agile software development methodologies has had a significant impact on the way software is developed; particularly within the commercial software development sector, which has been moving away from the use of plan driven methodologies at an increasingly rapid pace [4]. As the rate of adoption of Agile approaches and techniques by software teams within commercial organisations accelerates, questions have arisen about whether the well understood project governance models are still fit for purpose and meet organisational needs [5].

Project Governance Models
Regardless of its domain and the project governance model being applied, the discipline of project management defines success in three dimensions; a product delivered on time, within a fixed budget and which includes functionality defined by the business. This definition assumes that the business is able, (in advance) to accurately define the right functionality, such that the detailed requirements and the time and resources required to develop the product can be specified. Further, it is assumed that it is possible to accurately record this information in a plan and, once the project is underway, track progress against that plan [6]. This leads to the underlying premise of project management, that the effort required to deliver a project is reliably estimable regardless of the product or service to be delivered.

Project Governance Models and Software Development
The result of these assumptions is that the software development project manager has an unenviable task, regardless of the software development methodology being used to facilitate delivery of their project. The essay, The Tower of Babel Did Not Fail [7] discusses the challenges associated with attempting to succeed at something, which (historical evidence suggests [8]) has around a 70% chance of failure. This essay argues that software development projects are distinctly different to civil engineering projects in several fundamental ways. Some of the key differences are that there are few known or fixed variables, such as the strength of materials, or the impact of gravity and that much of what is developed is completely novel to those developing it. In particular, software
products are expected to be modifiable, scalable and reliable, over an unspecified period of time and regardless of the domain and environment in which they are asked to operate.

**Agile Approaches as a Response**

In response to the challenges described above, the development of iterative and incremental approaches to software development [8] and the development of formal software development governance (SDG) models [9] have been credited with some modest improvements to the dismal success rates of software development projects. More recently however, in his discussion of the 2012 Standish, CHAOS report [10] Mike Cohn, claims that use of Agile methodologies (rather than those classed as iterative and incremental) offer even greater advantages, with reported success rates for Agile software development projects of up to 42% [11]. This has lead to an increasing number of organisations; (up to 83% of those surveyed in the VersionOne 7th Annual State of Agile Survey) experimenting with or formally adopting Agile approaches to the implementation of software development projects. This represents a significant increase since the 2011 survey which reported that 59% of organisations were considering Agile approaches [12].

Agile is first and foremost a value based approach to software development [3]; as a result, projects are change driven; meaning that the right functionality delivers the highest business value to project stakeholders within a fixed time period. Agile projects do not attempt to predict the time and cost of developing a particular feature until enough is known about the feature to do so. The only fixed variable in an Agile project is time; the scope of the project being defined by the functionality which can be delivered within the time. This is not to suggest that Agile projects do not include detailed planning, they do, it is just done very differently [13]. There are examples of organisations which have adopted Agile values and approaches at all organisational levels, such as Cisco Systems [14], and where the structures and reporting requirements of the organisational governance models are aligned to consume the metrics produced by Agile projects, however these are a minority. 52% of the Version One State of Agile Development Survey respondents cited that the biggest challenge to adopting Agile was an inability to change organisational culture [15].

For project managers reporting on Agile software development projects within the context of traditional governance and reporting structures, a significant challenge remains specifically around the questions:

1. To what extent do the measures and metrics produced by Agile software development projects meet the needs of project managers using them for reporting purposes?
2. Should, as a result of any perceived shortcomings in 1, modifications be made to the metrics produced by the Agile software development project?

**A proposed approach**

Direct comparisons between the performance metrics afforded by Agile and traditional software projects are difficult due to their dissimilarity. However, the lens of symbolic interactionism [16] may provide an approach through which to view the set of project artefacts that form the inputs to formal project governance models and form a comparison. Such artefacts include; planning tools, progress and status reporting tools, as well as any tools or techniques used to record, calculate and communicate project metrics. They exist in both Agile and in traditional software development projects, but take different forms.

**Artefacts in Traditional Projects**

The artefacts found in traditional projects, usually take the form of documents. Each document is a symbolic representation of the body of work done by the project team. Specifically, project governance artefacts such as, the project charter and the project plan, define the phases of the project. Others, such as Gantt charts, status reports and change requests, serve to both measure progress and maintain a shared history of decisions made and the reasons behind them. Taken together, these artefacts represent the shared vision of a project and tell the story of discovery that leads to the vision [17].

**Artefacts in Agile Projects**

Methodologically strict Agile projects eschew the production of lengthy formal documents [3]; preferring instead artefacts which are just sufficient to record conversations between the developer of a product and the client. Project progress is measured by the delivery of working software, deemed to be of high business value to project stakeholders; changes, which arise from early feedback, are sought after and welcomed.

A major premise of symbolic interactionism is that symbols are interpreted based on their context [18] taking this perspective allows us to ask; can Agile software development project artefacts be reinterpreted in order to provide
an answer to the question; is this project performing in a way consistent with that expected by the business running it?

**Conclusion**

The issues raised in this paper, touch on just a few of many unanswered questions about how the use of Agile methodologies to deliver software development projects can best coexist within organisations which employ formal approaches to project governance [19]. If Agile, as an approach to software development continues to deliver improvements to the success rate of commercial software projects, perhaps the most important question to ask is: Should we be re-examining our existing models of software development project governance in response to this emergent approach?
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ABSTRACT: Inadvertent disclosure of information is a key concern for organisations, especially in an era of social media. ‘Inadvertent’ is accidental disclosure, rather than deliberate disclosure of information. Social media is considered to be a challenging channel for the information disclosure to be happened due to the ubiquitous usage of mobile devices to access social networks. Acceptable social media policies in organisations may assist the employees to improve their decision making behaviours as well as a controlling mechanism to mitigate the issue of disclosure. This paper discusses the ethical aspects of controlling information disclosure on Social Networking Sites.
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INTRODUCTION

People tend to talk about their personal and work life within a community of their friends in social networking sites (SNS) such as Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn etc. Nevertheless, the conversation that was once intimate is available for public domain, indexed by Google and archived for some time or permanently accessible in a virtual space via a search engine (Schneier, 2009). A status update may contain a company secret or information about an upcoming launch and these mistakes by employees could cause havoc to the entire organisation. Careless or accident use of social media may often cause a wide range of negative impacts to an organisation in terms of financial loss, productivity loss, reputational harm, erosion of competitive advantage, potential lawsuits, legal penalties and malware risks (Gudaitis, 2010; Colwill, 2009; Young, 2010).

Many media reports reveal that organisations face incidents where employees inadvertently disclose confidential information and corporate secrets on social networking sites. The chief technologist and interim vice president of engineering for HP’s new cloud services business, accidently posted the plans for HP’s upcoming cloud computing, networking and storage services, shared management services on his LinkedIn page in advance of the company’s official news release in 2011 causing damage to the company’s reputation and giving advantages to their competitors (Braga, 2011). In 2012, Reuters reported that a well-known retail company called Francesca’s Holdings Corp -fired their Chief Information Officer for improperly leaking company information via social media (Reuters, 2012). Multinational companies such as Google and AOL have incurred reputational damages due to inadvertent postings of sensitive information on websites and some companies have found their internal information and intellectual property details were posted on blogs, YouTube, MySpace, etc without gaining permission (Claburn, 2007; Olson, 2006). Incidents of disclosure are often reported in media and the above mentioned examples are just to name a few.

Disclosure occurs not only in social media but also through the use of information and communication technologies and traditional forms of communication such as face-to-face conversations, documents, file, servers, printing facilities, and portable data services (Ahmad
et al., 2005; Molok et al., 2011; CISCO, 2008). However, social media is the most powerful channel of disclosure when considered with other forms of communication channels (Gudaitis, 2010). Ubiquitous nature of social media makes it difficult for the users to draw a true boundary between work and personal life and that leads them to share personal and business information with a trusting attitude (Colwill, 2009). As a result, organisations are concerned about disclosure of information through social media (Gaudin, 2009; Wilson, 2009).

Information disclosure is now becoming a social media crisis in the modern world (Desouza, 2006). Disclosure occurs when information such as client confidential details, competitively sensitive knowledge, corporate strategies, internal policies, production processes, profitability, etc disclosed to unauthorised parties (Anand and Rosen, 2008). Disclosure can occur deliberately by a disgruntled employee or inadvertently due to human error but the latter is potentially regarded as difficult to control (Hoecht and Trott, 2006). ‘Inadvertent’ is the accidental and unintended disclosure rather than deliberate disclosure of information. However, the real concern is when employees start sharing information about the meetings they are having and what customers they are dealing with regardless of the respective audience listening to the conversation shared on social media (Braga, 2011). If this particular information is seen by an ordinary person who has no interest in this regard, there is no harm but when it comes to a potential competitor of the company, then there is a potential issue to consider.

The focus of this discussion paper is to discuss the ethical aspects of controlling information disclosure on social networking sites. The authors discuss social media policy development as a controlling mechanism and the ethical considerations in implementing these guidelines in organisations.

SOCIAL MEDIA POLICY DEVELOPMENT AS A CONTROLLING MECHANISM

Organisations both large and small, government or private agencies have established mechanisms to control this problem while relying on technical controls, information security policies, security education, training and awareness (Molok et al., 2010). The majority of the research conducted in this specific area has typically focused on technology enabled information security measures such as computer and network security, privacy controls, encryption, firewalls and intrusion detection systems to control the disclosure of information. The security based mechanisms work well in some channels where disclosure occurs but these approaches do not work in the same success level for inadvertent disclosure through SNS. Some literature sources allude to the fact that a security-oriented process is not sufficient and the protection mechanism should be implemented in order to manage employee behaviour, conduct and incentives (Gold et al., 2001). Information systems literature emphasises the advantage of information security policy and practices, awareness training and strategies as a possible solution to mitigate disclosure and academic researchers recommend that the awareness of information leakage and its routes could mitigate this issue (Straub et al., 2004; Workman and Gathegi, 2007). Some researchers suggest that introducing information security policies and practices to an organisation, in effect, is influenced by organisational, environmental and behavioural factors.

Practically, it would be difficult to censor or limit what people write on social media and companies find it challenging (Broughton et al., 2011). As stated by Molok et al., mitigating information disclosure on SNS is about influencing the decision-making behaviour of employees and academic literature suggest that organisations can mitigate this problem by tackling the root causes of the problem and by changing employees’ attitude towards SNS use (2011). Hence, information systems security management literature proposes policy development as an effective controlling mechanism compared to technical and legal controls.
ETHICAL ASPECTS OF SOCIAL MEDIA POLICY GUIDELINES

The disclosure of information has been in focus for several years but emerging social media tools plus mobile devices make matters worse due to the boundless sharing of personal and business information on social networking sites (Colwill, 2009). Human behaviour is difficult to manage in terms of social media usage by employees because of the easy access to personal devices during office hours (D’Arcy and Hovav, 2009). In fact, many organisations point out the need for a more inclusive in defending their critical information assets as well as solutions for information governance by developing proper social media policies.

Emerging social media applications used at work and home with the increased improvements in the mobile technology create difficulties for the employees to have a true boundary between work and home life (Colwill, 2009, Molok et al., 2011). Mobile technologies and their compatibility in accessing social media make it more challenging for organisations to monitor employees’ social media misuse due to the popularity of using mobile devices (Everett, 2010, Molok et al., 2010, Young, 2010). For example, even if an organisation restricts the use of social media during work hours using security mechanisms, the users would still be able to login to social networks through other devices such as mobile devices (Molok et al., 2010). The issue is even though the systems forbid the usage of social media; employees would still find other ways to access their personal devices. These characteristics of social media may pose ethical challenges for both employees and the organisation in terms of professional and personal use.

After conducting a preliminary content analysis of publicly available social media policy documents of 20 organisations in Australia, the authors identified several gaps in the current social media policies in organisations. The sample was chosen from four different industries: Australian Federal Government, Australian State Governments, Australian Universities and a sample from the Australian Stock Exchange 100. According to the pilot content analysis, many organisations allow reasonable personal use of social media during work hours. In particular, few organisations have differentiated the boundaries between personal, professional and official use of social media. In most cases, the policy applies only if a person mentions the organisation’s name or makes references to related issues of the organisation in his/her personal use of social media. Some organisations have restricted the use of social networking during work hours whereas others monitor the access to social networking sites for reasonable personal use. Simultaneously, most policies do not address the personal use of computers, tablets, mobile and any handheld devices. Nonetheless, it is mentioned that personal use of social media should not interfere with employees’ work performance nor hinder productivity. Also, employees’ act of disclosing company information is considered to be an ethical issue in the first place.

Some scholars argue that information disclosure can be addressed by professional ethics, social control and legal instruments whereby addressing professional ethics in social media policies. However, the question is to what extent a social media policy can control employees’ behaviour in relation to their personal use. Social media surveys indicate that employees’ most preferable device to access SNS is the smartphone. The Yellow Pages social media report (2013) discovered that 22% of Australians use social media during breaks and 12% during work hours and smartphones are the most popular device to access social media. Hence, the following
questions arise when considering the ethical aspects of controlling employees’ behaviour in the workplace.

1. Is it ethical to use your own personal device during office hours?
2. Is it ethical to control employees’ usage of personal devices to access social networks during office hours?
3. Is it ethical to control employees’ social networking activities after office hours?

As a result, organisations develop social media policies to provide acceptable use policies to clarify corporate ethics. However, social media-based employee behaviour control may raise several ethical issues. One ethical issue involves accessing social networking sites using personal devices during office hours. Another related ethical issue involves accessing social networking sites after working hours. The concern is whether it is possible to control people’s behaviour outside work hours. The fact is that companies cannot restrict employees’ personal usage of social media although they could disclose confidential company information using their personal accounts. Social media policy may provide guidelines on acceptable use of SNSs using personal devices during work hours but the ethical concern is whether the policy could impact the employees’ personal usage after working hours.

Furthermore, employees’ irresponsible use of social media, either professional or personal use may expose privacy and integrity risks in an ethical perspective. The challenge in developing a social media policy is to clarify acceptable use of employees’ personal and professional use of social media without limiting their freedom of speech. Hence, an organisation needs to provide guidance to address these ethical aspects when implementing a social media policy in regards to employees’ personal use and professional use while complying with other organisational policies and ethical standards. It is also important to understand the ethical role of social network providers (e.g. Facebook) to play in controlling information disclosure because in most situations the users do not have a control over SNS but the users have a control over their own behaviours.

CONCLUSION

Proliferation of social media brings new challenges to organisations and its employees. Out of many challenges associated with social media, information disclosure is becoming a potential risk for many organisations. While some organisations develop controlling mechanisms, many organisations do not have formal policies on social media use. Although there is a social media policy is put in place, the ethical dilemma of having some controls on employees is not properly discussed in the current research space. Therefore, future research will continue to examine the ethical issues of controlling employee behaviour in a social media context.
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Who is looking at myCloud - Angels or Demons?
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Information Technology Trends
There are observable trends recently in the domain of information technology, which are triggering different issues worthy of ethical consideration. Some notable current trends are highlighted below and subsequently discussed in this paper.

• The pervasiveness of SoCloMo
• The Big Data and Data Analytics race
• Ownership dilemma of Ecommerce transactional data
• Data Security and Trust – the Snowden saga

The pervasiveness and increasing popularity of social media, cloud computing and mobile devices have brought along with them the issue of data privacy among other ethical concerns. This trend now sees more people generating data on-the-go via mobile, sharing data freely to potentially thousands/millions of people via social media and storing vital data in the cloud without having any clue where on the planet the server is located via cloud computing.

Big data and data analytics have become one of the recent buzz in the information technology world. The promise of amazing insight and value that can be achieved via these advances in IT has led many organizations to aspire and consciously aim at gathering as much data from as many outlets as they can. In contrast to point one above where the main actor are the users who are by themselves generating all the SoCloMo data by their freewill, the Big Data view has the organization as the primary actor pushing for the generation and acquisition of data.

With the increasing popularity of ecommerce, businesses are eager to utilize any available opportunity to know more about their customers. Every data collected about an individual’s transactional activities are considered mini gold mines. The underlying principles driving the ecommerce model is the notion that the better you know your customers the better you can better customize your offerings and position your products to motivate the customer to engage in business with you. The challenge however is the ownership debate about who really owns the data generated about the user. Additionally, the question remains as to what extent the data about a user can be utilized?

Furthermore, the issue of the security of the data stored by a user with an external provider remains a grey area particularly as it relates to the trust vested in these providers. This is even moreso with the recent Snowden revelations which largely diminished the level of trust associated with many top IT companies. This has ushered in an increasing awareness about the issue of the security and trust associated with the storage and collection of data from the users’ perspective.

6 SoCloMo - Social Media, Cloud Computing and Mobile
In this paper, we position myCloud conceptually to firstly describe the data generated by a user which is stored externally and secondly as data generated and stored about the user by other actors, all in the digital space. From the foregoing, actors involved in this discussion about the creation, access and utility of myCloud can be categorized into four. These are:

- Users – the subject of the data and who can also be the data creator.
- Businesses – the facilitator for the creation and/or the creator of the data.
- Governments – the mediator, regulator and/or policy maker.
- Others – external parties, hackers, friends…

**Ethical Challenges**

While most of the trends highlighted above are driving forces advancing the increasing generation of myCloud data, the ethical challenges surrounding such user generated data tends to be sources of hesitation to these trends (see figure 1). Some of the ethical challenges and questions about myCloud data include:

- Ownership – Who owns the data? The subject or the facilitator of the creation of the data? (Users versus Business?)
- Privacy - Who has access to what part of myCloud? Just the user, those the user willingly shares with, the businesses, the government, or other actors?
- Utility – How is myCloud data used? For commercial purposes or non-commercial, to study the user as an individual or as part of an aggregate group?
- Data life – Can a user truly terminate the existence and use of his/her data/digital life?

![Figure 1: A framework showing trends for and challenges against the evolution of user data.](image)

**Scenario Model – myCloud User Options**

Considering the unanswered questions and open ethical issues in the discussion about user data, it is logical to expect that there would be different possible stands a user can take. Due to the interlaced nature of the generation and utility of the data by both the user and the underlying technology/business, the users’ eventual stand can be largely influenced. Based on the social, economic and technological relationship in the mix, four likely scenarios can be deduced. These are: the *phobia, transparent, compromise* and the *generous* scenario. These four scenarios are illustrated in four quadrants in the model in figure 2.

**Phobia Scenario:** This is a scenario that typifies what we call the ‘Snowden model’. In this scenario there is a complete lack of trust in most providers of facilities that enable myCloud either via social media, ecommerce, cloud computing (file storage, email…) among others. This
is a possible scenario when users consider that they are either being socially manipulated or they realize that supposed privacy agreements have not been honored either for profit or other reasons.

**Figure 2: A scenario model of possible user options**

**Compromise Scenario:** In this scenario which we have tagged the ‘Google model’, the myCloud setup is driven by business and technology decisions that have been laid out such that users have to provide their data to be able to utilize the service offered by the technology.

**Transparent Scenario:** For this scenario, the users are the key drivers. This is a sort of ‘Privacy Respect model’ where the user has the right, the power and the necessary facility to monitor the data generated about him/her and also possesses good control over the usage of data where he/she is the principal subject.

**Generous Scenario:** This is a scenario patterned after the ‘Facebook model’ where users although users are aware of the privacy loopholes and ethical issues, they nonetheless still willingly provide data about themselves and allow the generation and use of such data.
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ABSTRACT: The ethical issue has been a controversial and much disputed subject within the field of Cloud Computing as it holds confidential personal data with third party service providers. The key aspects of these issues can be cross border of transfer of personal data and other circumstances. This paper attempts to show fundamental nature and the context of ethical issues of Cloud Computing.
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INTRODUCTION

Cloud Computing is an increasingly important area in the development of business services. One of the most significant transitions in computer industry occurs in the last 20 years is reallocating from desktop and server based software into Cloud Computing. It is a service that delivered through the internet, with a fewer number of software and hardware having with user.

The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) defines a small business as having fewer than 19 employees, whereas micro businesses have fewer than 4 employees. Medium-sized enterprises are defined as businesses with from 20 to 199 employees (DIISR, 2011). The Cloud Computing is an emerging technology that many Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) are concerned in because of the benefits of elasticity, pay-as-you go and reduced hardware investment. Cloud based services in generally reduce large up-front licencing and server cost, offer reduces installation and consulting fees and finish off the endless upgrade usually associated with traditional software. This also offers anywhere accessibility, a high level of ease of use, and independent of the operating system. But questions are remaining over its security. SMEs typically face the same fright as large organisations and also lack the same level of expertise and other security resources. Cloud Computing raises issues associated with entrusting a third party with confidential personal data. One of the most significant current discussions in legal and moral philosophy of the computing industry will affect too many aspects of computing.

ETHICS OF CLOUD COMPUTING

Ethic is a very problematical term with a large number of meanings and consequences. Paul and Elder in 2006 define ethics as “a set of concepts and principles that guide us in determining what behaviour helps or harms sentient creatures”. In this paper we discuss moral principles that govern especially on personal data in Cloud Computing. This paper does not intended to be reviewing this rather very briefly describe the arrears that ethics will emerges in Cloud Computing. The user outsources his data and computation in the cloud that he cannot be controlled directly by the user (Haeberlen, 2010). The loss of user control can be problematic in the situations such as unauthorised access, data damage or misuse, infrastructure failure, or unavailability (Paquette et al., 2010). In case of data damage or misuse it can be difficult to discriminate who has caused the problem and it is nearly impossible to identify the location of the root cause (Haeberlen, 2010).
Multiple services across the Cloud Computing are interconnected at different levels of functionality to provide a specific service to an end-user. Hence, in Cloud Computing a specific service delivered to a user cannot be segregated function wise and it may depends on another systems. So, this complex structure of cloud services can make it difficult to determine who is responsible for specific service in case something undesirable happens (Pieters, 2009).

The data are stored in multiple physical locations and transfer across the boarders around the world in various servers possibly owned and administrated by many different organisations. So this type of outsourcing data also raises the questions of what legislations are applied with the data, what can the cloud services providers do with this information (Grimes et al., 2009; Murley, 2009). Unnecessary dependency is created with lack of user control and freedom in the Cloud Computing (Grimes et al., 2009). This unwanted dependency on cloud service providers are enforced by possible vendor lock-ins. The service provisioning can make it hard for users to migrate from one provider to another thereby introducing a dependency on a particular cloud provider (ENISA, 2009).

Destruction and de-identification data outsourcing (DFD,2012), multi-sharing on number of cloud service providers (Johnston, 2008) have been identified as impending solutions for being unethical.

**PRIVACY**

Ethical issues arise in particular on confidential and personal data (Van den Hoven, 2008) which is considered as in terms of privacy. Most of the cloud service providers catch sensitive personal information, which is then stored in data centres in countries around the world. This will affect the development and acceptance of Cloud Computing and how users, companies and countries operate and address privacy issues (Nelson, 2009).

In the case of personal data stored in the cloud, it can be harmful as data is no longer stored locally and control over the data is with the service providers. Different service providers have different opinions on privacy to the customers and it will not always be clear with which service provider is dealing. In general ethics on privacy based on personal data and prevent to acquire and use information about other persons. But privacy protection is still unclear though there are many arguments on the justification of privacy (Van den Hoven, 2008).

As data storage and services can be located at any part of the world, users of the Cloud services will have to deal with the different cultures prevailing specific locations. Privacy aspects relate to different countries differently because of the legal systems. Capurro in 2005 argues that the privacy is affected by cultural differences. On the other hand, Ess accepts that there are irreducible differences between diverse cultures (Ess, 2008). These differences may lead to deep conflicts and divergences of global ethics and thus the development of a global account of privacy (Ess, 2008). But this doesn’t mean that there is no hope for intercultural practices with respect to dealing with ethical differences (Moor et al., 2004; Ess, 2008).

**CONCLUSION**

Cloud Computing has brought great benefits to the SMEs, but it also raises many issues. However, this should not be dissuaded the use of Cloud Computing as the benefits most definitely outweigh the negative issues. Even though, the paper highlights the emerging arrears of ethics, there are very few answers at the moment. For instance, there should be a unified governing body to develop and impose standards to answer all of these concerns.
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